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a b s t r a c t

This article is a review of the dissipation processes in nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS). As NEMS technology becomesmore andmore prevalent in research and engineer-
ing applications, it is of great importance to understand the dissipativemechanisms that in
part define thedynamic response of suchdevices. Thepurpose of thiswork is to understand,
sort, and categorize dominant dissipation sources and to determine their significance with
respect to physics processes and engineering considerations.
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1. Introduction

Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) are establishing themselves as viable commercial technologies and are becom-
ing more and more prevalent in research applications. Current uses range from gyroscopes to timing oscillators [1] and
accelerometers, among others. Devices are becoming smaller, faster and more sensitive. In addition, functionalization and
hybrid structures make this emerging technology suitable for biological applications as well. As tools for basic research,
NEMS have demonstrated extraordinary sensitivity to external forces [2], allowing for example, the detection of electron
spin flips [3], single molecules [4–8], and even macroscopic quantum states [9]. Quantum measurement [10,11] and quan-
tum computation are nowwithin reach [12], in addition to single spin detection [13], gravitational wave detection [11], and
other fundamental phenomena [14,15].

The fundamental characteristics of a mechanical resonator are determined by the resonance frequency f0 and dissipation
(inverse quality factor) Q−1. In particular, better device response is obtained by high frequency and low dissipation or
loss. Reduced dimensions are necessary for achieving high resonance frequencies. However, miniaturization beyond the
submicron scale leads to increased dissipation. Dissipation studies of miniaturized resonators have been conducted for
decades, starting with tuning forks in the late 1960’s by Newell [16]. Modern nanomachining, such as e-beam lithography
and ion milling, have resulted in orders of magnitude reduction in the length scales and increase in resonance frequency
of mechanical resonators. Correspondingly, many different dissipation sources have been identified, depending on the
operational parameter space of the NEMS device.

Here we study dissipation sources in very basic resonator structures, predominantly cantilevers and doubly-clamped
beams, and identify the dominant dissipation mechanisms over a wide parameter space. Typical frequencies range from 1
MHz to 10 GHz and device length ranges from 1–20 µm; typical thickness and width are ≤1 µm. The structure materials
presented here are metallic and/or dielectric, amorphous, or crystalline, and where instructive, larger MEMS structures or
thin films are also discussed. Considerations also apply to torsional oscillators of the equivalent dimensions.

The purpose of this work is to illustrate the dominant dissipation mechanism of state-of-the-art NEMS devices. Dissipa-
tion sources are discussed to the depth needed for the reader to understand the basic principles. Those interested in the field
can use this as a guide to determine which sources of dissipation contribute to their particular resonator setup. References
are given for those interested in further study of the ideas presented here.

2. Dissipation effects in NEMS

Dissipation effects appear in all mechanical systems and help define fundamental dynamical behavior. Understanding
their source and relevance is important, not only for design and applications in engineering but also to understand the inner
workings of the materials and mechanical structures involved. Low dissipation is generally desirable, which makes a device
more efficient, less susceptible to wear and mechanical noise, and more sensitive [17]. NEMS provide an unprecedented
opportunity to systematically investigate dissipation effects over a large range of parameter space. Due to their small size,
the surface-to-volume ratio increases, and finite volume effects come into play [18]. It is also possible to cool the structures
to sub-kelvin temperatures, a regime where quantum effects become relevant [19–22].

Dissipation is a measure of energy lost per oscillation as a ratio of the total energy in the resonator. Just as the rele-
vant forces change on the nanoscale, so do the mechanisms that transfer mechanical energy out of the resonant mode.
The dissipative mechanism are depicted in Fig. 1. They are organized in two categories: extrinsic and intrinsic. Specifi-
cally, dissipation mechanisms such as clamping loss, thermoelastic loss, and anharmonic mode coupling are compared and
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Fig. 1. Extrinsic and intrinsic sources of dissipation commonly found in NEMS devices. The color on the doubly-clamped beam is coded by stress. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Scaling of the quality factor with miniaturization of the mechanical structures. The resonator categories range from macroscopic to nanoscale
devices and are split into Large Scale [18], High Tension [23–25], CNT [26–28], Graphene [29,30], Capacitive Silicon [31,32],Magnetomotive Diamond [33], and
Low Temperature Diamond [34].

contrasted with the contributions arising from intrinsic defects in the bulk and the surface. Geometric and external prop-
erties are identified at room temperature as the dominant contribution to dissipation in NEMS resonators. These effects
are, in first approximation, independent of the material properties. It is discussed how design can minimize these losses.
For sub-kelvin temperatures, quantum dissipation due to two-level systems is studied. These studies help develop the next
generation of NEMS devices, as well as identify intriguing mechanisms in materials at the nanoscale.

The fundamental characteristics of a mechanical resonator are determined by the resonance frequency f0 and dissipation
Q−1 (inverse quality factor). In particular, better device response is obtained at high frequency and low dissipation or loss.
Reduced dimensions are necessary for achieving high resonance frequencies. However, miniaturization beyond the submi-
cron scale leads to increased dissipation. Dissipation studies of miniaturized resonators have been conducted for decades,
starting with tuning forks in the late 1960’s by Newell [16]. Modern nanomachining, such as e-beam lithography and ion
milling, have resulted in the reduction of the length scales by many orders of magnitude and, thereby in an increase in res-
onance frequency. Correspondingly, many different dissipation sources have been identified, depending on the operational
parameter space of the NEMS device. Where scaling may include many benefits, as Fig. 2 illustrates, dissipation scales un-
favorably. The high dissipation observed on the nanoscale results in a barrier to further device performance and counters
some of the benefits of downscaling. While the scaling follows a rough Q ∝ V 1/3 trend over a large size range, arguments
for this behavior can only be done within the context of the specific dominant dissipation mechanisms.

Although dissipation is often undesirable, it is fundamentally necessary for any transduction scheme. Dissipation enables
coupling to the environment as well as the readout circuit and allows for the transduction of a signal by transferring energy
fromone system to another.Without dissipation, no actuation or detectionwould be possible. The responsewould be limited
to an infinitely sharp frequency that could never be accessed. Correspondingly, a high quality factor may help discriminate
between different signal sources (through a narrow bandwidth), or inversely, high dissipation may be desired to lower the
transient time and widen the bandwidth, thereby allowing a response to a wider range of sources. The coupling to many
degrees of freedom and the interaction between these processes is what results in measurable changes with respect to
outside influences, including pressure, viscosity, and temperature. In recent years, NEMS resonators have approached the
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quantum limit, and it has even been possible to detect macroscopic quantum mechanical states [9]. Dissipative processes
contribute to the quantum coherence time and are hence critical in the device performance.

Dissipation is defined and measured in the linear regime. This means that the dissipation is amplitude-independent and
manifests itself as a force proportional to the velocity of the structure. Nonlinear dissipation, i.e., energy loss that is a function
of device energy or amplitude, is also observed in nanostructures. NEMS provide an ideal framework to study this elusive
phenomenon. Currently, no physical mechanism has been identified that can explain this intriguing behavior.

2.1. Defining dissipation

While the calculation and measurement of resonance frequency is straightforward (elasticity theory still applies for
extremely small structures [35], and frequencies can be readily measured better than 1 ppm), characterization and
understanding of dissipation aremuchmore elusive. Dissipation (Q−1) is ameasure of the energy lost per cycle of oscillation
(∆W ) as a fraction of the total mechanical energy (W0) of the resonator. If the drive force of a resonator abruptly stops, then
dissipation will determine for how long the resonator continues to oscillate. Hence, it also defines the transient time of the
dynamic system, a measure of how long it takes for the harmonic response of the resonator to be independent or ‘‘forget’’
the initial conditions. The quality factor Q , which is the inverse of the dissipation, along with the frequency f0, are the two
most important characteristics of a resonator. In its most general form, dissipation is written as:

Q−1
=

∆W
2πW0

∼=
γ

ω0
≈
∆ω0

ω0
. (1)

The first term is the expression for the standard definition of dissipation. The latter two expressions are obtained by solving
the standard damped resonator equation; ω0 is the resonance frequency; and γ is the friction, or damping. It appears as the
coefficient of the resonator velocity.∆ω0 is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Lorentzian fit to the amplitude-
drive frequency response. The last term is an approximation, valid for low dissipation and typical for quality factors above
100. The dissipation in the linear response is amplitude- or mechanical-energy-independent. In this framework, dissipation
appears as a force term proportional to the resonator’s velocity opposing motion, though this may not always be concep-
tually the most intuitive picture. It is very difficult to predict exact values of dissipation in NEMS devices. Experiments and
theoretical studies generally set out to determine the order of magnitude and dependency of dissipation on a given param-
eter, such as temperature T , pressure P , frequency f0, or the device dimensions d,w and L.

The total mechanical energy in a mode can be calculated from the volumetric strain ϵ(x⃗, t) = ϵmax(x⃗) sin(ωt) (assuming
sinusoidal oscillation) [36]

W0 =


V

 ϵmax

0
σdϵdV =

1
2


V
EY ϵ2max(x⃗)dV , (2)

where σ is the longitudinal stress and the integral is over the volume of the resonator. The maximal strain energy must be
equal to the maximum kinetic energy

W0 =
1
2


L
dxAρω2X(x)2, (3)

where it is assumed that displacement X(x), perpendicular to the beam length (defined in Section 2.2), is small and the
beam length L ≫ d, w is much greater than beam thickness and width. Following Unterreithmeier et al. [37], the general
expression for the strain of a resonator is given by

ϵ(x, z, t) =

elongation  
1
2
(∂xX(x)ℜ(exp(iωt)))2 + z∂2x X(x)ℜ(exp(iωt))  

bending

, (4)

where x, measured from the neutral plane, is the position along the length of the beam, and z is the position along the
thickness. It is assumed that the stress is constant over the width. For flexural modes with no intrinsic strain, the strain due
to bending dominates the strain caused by elongation. Other forms must be considered for breathing modes. The resulting
strain energy in a beam takes the form:

W0 ≈


L
dx

EYwd
8


(∂xX)4 +

d2

3
(∂2x X)

2


≈


L
dx

EYwd3

24
(∂2x X)

2, (5)

where it is assumed that the low strain limit applies and higher order terms in ϵ and ∂xϵ can be neglected. The first term in
the integral is the elongation strain energy that vanishes for diminishing intrinsic strain, and the second term is the bending
strain energy. To complete the calculation of the dissipation defined in Eq. (1), an expression for∆W is needed.
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The dissipation can be introduced though a complex Young’s modulus EY → E0 + iEIm, as is discussed in more detail
in Section 2.3. The energy loss is then given by integrating the complex component of Eq. (5) over one oscillation period.
Assuming bending energies dominate, one finds:

∆W ≈ πEIm
wd3

12


L
dx(∂2x X(x))

2. (6)

Combining expressions (5) and (6), dissipation can now be expressed as

Q−1
=

EIm
ERe
, (7)

where E0 here is the relaxed Young’s modulus valid in the low frequency limit (where the susceptibility function defined
below vanishes).

The origin of this complex term and how it is measured, how it is calculated and how to determine its significance is the
topic of this paper.

2.2. Resonator elasticity theory

A detailed description of elasticity theory is given by Weaver et al. [38]. Specifically, for MEMS and NEMS, elasticity is
comprehensively introduced in Ref. [39]. Here, we include a brief overview and build a framework from which dissipation
can be interpreted. The Euler–Bernoulli model describes the deflection of a solid due to an applied load. With appropriate
simplifications for the thin-beam approximation and no damping, the model takes the following form:

EI
∂4D(x, t)
∂x4

+ ρA
∂2D(x, t)
∂t2

= Fdr , (8)

where E is the Young’s modulus (or tensile modulus) and I the second moment of inertia (I =
wd3
12 for a rectangular beam

cross section, actuated in the thickness direction). ρ is the mass density and A = wt the cross-sectional area, where w and
t are the width and thickness, respectively. x is the distance along the length of the beam L, and D is the displacement from
equilibrium due to the drive force Fdr . This equation, fourth order in space and second in time, can be solved by separation
of variables using D(x, t) = X(x)T (t). We are interested in the homogeneous solution, which can be added to the particular
solution if the transient behavior is of interest. Here, we consider the solution after the transient time has lapsed:

−
EI
ρA

1
X
∂4X
∂x4

=
1
T
∂2T
∂t2

= −ω2. (9)

The time component is of second order and is solved by

T (t) = a sin(ωt + φ), (10)

where a and φ are determined by the boundary conditions. For the spacial term X(x), the most general solution takes the
form:

X(x) = A sin(βx)+ B cos(βx)+ C sinh(βa)+ D cosh(βx), (11)

where we define β =


ρAω2

EI

 1
4
and A, B, C,D are given by the boundary conditions. For example, a doubly-clamped beam

has no displacement at either end and the slope at both clamping points vanishes as well (see Fig. 3). Hence, the boundary
conditions take the form:

D(0, t) = D(L, t) = 0
dD
dx
(0, t) =

dD
dx
(L, t) = 0. (12)

For the cantilever case, one uses the zero transverse force, d2D
dx2
(L, t) = 0 and zero torque d3D

dx3
(L, t) = 0 boundary conditions.

One quickly finds that A = −C and B = −D. To obtain a non-trivial solution, restrictions are imposed on β by setting the
determinant of the set of linear equations to zero. For the beam structure this results in the condition that

cos(βL) cosh(βL)− 1 = 0. (13)

This equation can only be solved numerically. It results in a discrete set of solutions for γn = βnL, where n corresponds to
the discrete harmonics of the resonant beam. The allowed frequencies are given by

ωn

2π
=
γ 2
n

2π


E

12ρ
d
L2

= 1.028


E
ρ

d
L2
, (14)

where the final expression holds for the fundamental mode. Eq. (14) is of great importance, as it describes the resonance
response for a beam oscillator. It is composed of a geometric term t

L2
that illustrates how the frequency increases with
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Table 1
Material properties used in NEMS resonators. Values are given for room temperature. For some materials, considerable ranges have been experimentally
reported. It is common for material properties to vary for thin films from which NEMS are manufactured. (Sources: a www.ceramics.nist.gov, b [63–65], c
[64], d [66,67], e www.matweb.com [68,69], f [70–73], f [37,74–77], g www.memsnet.org, h www.accuratus.com.) i [78], j [79]. Values for NCD, UNCD,
graphene, and SWCNT are approximate; large variations in the literature can be found.

E (GPa) ν ρ (kg/m3) Cp (J/(kgK)) α (10−6/K) κ (W/(mK))

Si 124 0.28 2329 702 2.49 124
SiCa 415 0.16 3160 670 4.6 114
Diamond SCD 1200 0.2 3500 2760–3490 1.5–3.8 2000
NCDb 800–1100 0.069 3500 ≈1 ≈1000
UNCDc 450–1000 0.057 3500 1.5 1–12
C amorphousd 631 0.17 3050 600 1.67 3
Graphitee 4.8 0.126 2250 708 0.6–4.3 24
SWCNTf 1000 0.1–1 1350 600 −10.5 500–2500
Graphenef ,i,j 1000 0.165 2250 700 −7.4 500–2500
GaAse,g 85.5 0.31 5316 325 5.4 50
AlNe,g,h 350 0.24 3260 819 4.5 180
SiNf ,g,h 160–230 0.27 2800–3300 170 3.3 30
TiCe,g 450 0.18 4940 750 7.7 330
Aue 77.2 0.42 19320 128 14.4 300
Ale 68 0.35 2699 900 24 210
Tie 110 0.34 4500 518 8.9 17

a

b

Fig. 3. (a) Doubly-clamped beam and support pads (purple) including undercut and pedestal, often silicon oxide (red) and base (gray).Di andDo refer to the
actuated displacement in and out of plane, respectively. (b) Harp structure consisting of three doubly-clamped beams of various lengths. The polycrystalline
diamond used here for the beam material shows significant surface roughness. The structures thicknesses is ≈1 µm. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

decreasing device length. The material-dependent factor


E
ρ

illustrates how different materials affect the resonance
frequency. Here, in its simplest form, thematerial is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous, i.e., there is no directionality
in the Young’smodulus. (Changes in resonance frequencywith temperature ormass-loading can be expressed by a changing
or an effective Young’s modulus.) Table 1 includes the properties of some commonly used NEMS materials.

The resulting beam equation takes the form:

X(x) = An


sin
γnx

L


− sinh

γnx
L


+ Bn


cos

γnx
L


− cosh

γnx
L


. (15)

Finally, the relation between An and Bn is given by

An

Bn
= −

cos(γn)− cosh(γn)
sin(γn)− sinh(γn)

. (16)

http://www.ceramics.nist.gov
http://www.matweb.com
http://www.memsnet.org
http://www.accuratus.com
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With the inclusion of the effect of dissipation, the dynamical equation for the bending modes takes the form:

−
12ρ
d2

∂2D
∂t2

= (ER + χ)
∂4D
∂z4

. (17)

Here, ER is the relaxed, low frequency Young’s modulus and χ is the complex-valued susceptibility function, effectively
making the Young’s modulus complex.

We assume a solution of the form D(x, t) = Aei(kx−ωt), where k is defined by the complex dispersion relation
ω =


t2(ER + χ)/(12ρ)k2. Assuming small shifts caused by dissipation (low dissipation regime |χ | ≪ ER), ω =

k2

(ERt2)/(12ρ)(1 + χ/2ER) the solution to Eq. (17) is of the form

D(z, t) = Aei(kx−(ℜ(ω)t)e−ℑ(ω)t , (18)

where ω0 = k2

(ERt2)/(12ρ). Using

ℜ(ω) = ω0


1 +

ℜ(χ)

2ER


(19)

ℑ(ω) = ω0
ℑ(χ)

2ER
. (20)

The following expressions for frequency shift and dissipation are obtained:

δf
f0

=
ℜ(χ)

2ER
(21)

Q−1
=

2ℑ(ω)
ω0

=
ℑ(χ)

ER
, (22)

where the standard definition of damping is used e−
ω0t
2Q and Q−1

=
γ

ω0
(for under-damped systems with low dissipation).

The susceptibility function is given by:

χ(ω) = ER


2δf
f0

+ iQ−1

. (23)

The preceding derivation is taken from work done by Seoanez, Guinea, and Castro Neto [40].
A one-dimensional model serves well to illustrate conceptually many aspects of the resonator system. For many

considerations, the beam structure can be reduced to a point particle with an effective mass and spring constant, reducing
the problem to the familiar damped driven harmonic oscillator. While the previous section describes the dynamic extended
shape of a resonator, the damped driven harmonic oscillator equation describes the time-dependent motion, which is the
same for each point along the beam, defined by the differential equation:

ẍ + γ ẋ + ω2
0x =

Fd
m

eiωdt , (24)

where γ =
ω0
Q is the damping term proportional to the velocity, ω0 is the undamped, undriven resonance frequency, and

Fd and ωd are the drive force and drive frequency, respectively. The displacement x(t) can be derived in frequency space by
Fourier transforming equation (24) to obtain

x̃(ωd) =
F̃d
m

1
ω2

0 − ω2
d + iωdω0

Q

. (25)

Asmeasurements are commonly done using a network analyzer or a spectrum analyzer in frequency space, this form is very
useful. The derived response can be split into real and imaginary components or amplitude and phase responses as shown
in Fig. 4. With the fit to the Lorentzian equation, the amplitude trace directly measured by a network analyzer or lock-in
amplifier is used to determine the resonance frequency (ωR). The full width at half maximum (∆ω) is related to the damping
coefficient γ . The term F̃d will depend on the drive method, some of which are described in the next section. Note that the
natural resonance frequency is shifted due to the drive and damping to become

ωR = ω0


1 −

1
2Q 2

φ = arctan


ω0ωd

Q (ω2
0 − ω2

d)


, (26)

where the phase response is not shifted in frequency space.
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Fig. 4. Amplitude and phase response of a damped driven harmonic oscillator ωR = ω0


1 −

1
2Q 2 .

Fig. 5. Standard Linear Solid Model representation. ϵi is the strain acting on each spring, with spring constant ki , σ is the stress on the system and η the
viscosity.
Source: Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41].

2.3. The standard linear solid model

One framework to introduce dissipation is through the Standard Linear Solid Model (SLSM), also known as the Zener
Model for anelastic solids. This model describes the intrinsic dissipation mechanism for viscous solids that fully recover
to their initial state after a load is removed. (A necessary condition for the assumption that the dissipation is linear and
amplitude-independent.) Hooke’s law is modified to allow for a finite relaxation and creep time for the stress and strain,
respectively. The model, applied to viscoelastic materials, combines the Maxwell and Kelvin–Voigt models and can be
represented by two springs and a viscous component illustrated in Fig. 5. This setup models instantaneous elastic strain
when a stress is applied, where under constant stress the strain follows asymptotically, and under a constant strain, the
stress relaxes asymptotically. The recovery and relaxation of the strain and stress result in characteristic timescales.

Following the derivations by Casula et al. [41] and Cleland and Roukes [42], the modified Hooke’s law takes the form

σ = EY ϵ → σ + τσ
dσ
dt

= ER


ϵ + τϵ

dϵ
dt


, (27)

where ER =
k1k2
k1+k2

is the relaxed Young’s modulus, τσ =
η

k1+k2
is the relaxation time for the stress and τϵ =

η

k2
the relaxation

time of the strain (ki are the spring constants illustrated in Fig. 5). Assuming that the force is harmonic, both stress and strain
can be defined through a harmonic dependence given by σ = σ0eiωt and ϵ = ϵ0eiωt . Hooke’s law is expressed by a complex,
frequency-dependent Young’s modulus:

σ0(1 + iωτσ ) = ERϵ0(1 + iωτϵ) (28)

EY = ER
1 + iωτϵ
1 + iωτσ

. (29)

(Eq. (28) can also be obtained by Fourier transforming equation (27).) For very slow resonators modes, where ωτ ≪ 1,
the Young’s modulus is ER, as expected. For extremely high frequencies, where ωτ ≫ 1, the Young’s modulus becomes
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the unrelaxed Young’s modulus EU = ER τϵτσ . For the intermediate frequencies, the Young’s modulus is complex and can be
written in terms of real and imaginary components

EY = Eeff


1 +

iω∆τ
1 + ω2τ 2


, (30)

where τ =
√
τϵτσ is the arithmetic mean of the relaxation times and ∆τ = τϵ − τσ is a measure of the difference of

the relaxation times. Eeff is the effective Young’s modulus that characterizes the static stiffness of the material. Defining
∆ =

∆τ
τ

as the fractional difference of the relaxation time further simplifies the expression. Note that ∆ =
EU−ER√
EU ER

can also
be expressed as the fractional difference of the relaxed and unrelaxed Young’smoduli. Now the complex term is expressed in
terms of τ alone, a sufficient approximation for the low dissipation regime. This term will be used from now on, as working
with a dimensionless parameter simplifiesmatters. The effective Young’smodulus is given by the real component of Eq. (30)

Eeff =
1 + ω2τ 2

1 + ω2τ 2σ
ER. (31)

To understand how this relates to dissipation, one can consider the strain energy as the resonator cycles through one
period. The mechanical energy density integrated over one period is given by

∆w =


ℜ(σ )ℜ(dϵ) =

 2π
ω

0
ℜ(σ )ℜ


dϵ
dt


dt. (32)

Using

ℜ(σ ) = ϵ0(Eeff cos(ωt)− EIm sin(ωt))

ℜ


dϵ
dt


= −ϵ0ω sin(ωt),

where over one period the cos(ωt) sin(ωt) term will vanish, leaving

∆w = πϵ0
2EIm. (33)

Assuming the system is released from maximum strain at t = 0, the maximum strain energy is given by

wtot =


ℜ(σ )ℜ(dϵ)|t=0 =

1
2
ϵ0

2Eeff . (34)

Defining the dissipation as the amount of energy lost per cycle as a fraction of total energy, one obtains

Q−1
=

∆w

2πwtot
=

πϵ0
2EIm

2π 1
2ϵ0

2Eeff

=
EIm
Eeff

=
ωτ

1 + ω2τ 2
∆. (35)

For the SLSM, the susceptibility function, defined in Section 2.2, takes the form

χ = ER
ω2(τ 2 − τ 2σ )

1 + ω2τ 2σ
+ iER

ω(τϵ − τσ )

1 + ω2τ 2σ
. (36)

An expression for the relative frequency shift can be written in terms of the relaxation times τi:

δf
f0

=
1
2
ω2(τ 2 − τ 2σ )

1 + ω2τ 2σ
=

1
2ER

ℜ(χ). (37)

In expression (35) for the dissipation, there are two terms;∆, which gives the magnitude of the dissipation, and ωτ

1+ω2τ2
,

which corresponds to the dynamics of the dissipative mechanisms. One can extract from this expression a number of
properties of the dissipation that are independent of the dissipative mechanism at play (illustrated in Fig. 6)

• for ωτ ≪ 1 Q−1
∝ ω isothermal limit

• for ωτ ≫ 1 Q−1
∝ ω−1 ‘‘frozen’’ limit

• Q−1
max =

1
2∆ for ω = τ−1.

For intrinsic lossesmaterial properties define dissipation. The geometry defines the resonance frequency and can be used
to shift the dynamics to a parameter space where dissipation mechanisms are suppressed. When low dissipation is desired,
one must make sure that the resonator’s mechanical timescale (f0−1) does not match intrinsic dissipative timescales that
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Fig. 6. Standard Linear Solid Model, blue trace represents the dissipation, green trace the real component of the Young’s modulus normalized to τϵ
τσ

. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

define τ . Someprocessesmay be explained by a distribution of timescales; this can be incorporated in themodel by including
a number of SLSM elements in series and/or parallel as discussed by Casula et al. [41], each resulting in dissipation peaks
as the frequency is swept. Correspondingly, timescale independent Q models can be forged by a series of parallel SLSM
elements with varying time constants. Generally speaking, the SLSM applies whenever there is a process that introduces a
timescale that establishes a phase relation between strain and stress. For example, when considering thermoelastic effects
in the isothermal limit, there is no transfer of energy. The disturbance is slow enough that no phase difference between the
strain and stress can be established. (Physically, this wouldmanifest itself as a temperature gradient.) In the high-frequency
adiabatic limit, the disturbance is fast and the response time is correspondingly slow. Hence, no energy transfer can occur.
In this limit, the dissipative mechanisms become ‘frozen’, as the reaction time is too slow to thermalize the structure.
A temperature gradient is established, but it varies so quickly that no heat flow occurs. Alternatively, energy conversion
processes or transfer processes exist that remove energy from the resonator independent of such timescales. In these cases,
the SLSM model is not a useful description of dissipation.

2.4. Noise and dissipation

Finite dissipation is integral to of the laws of thermodynamics. Through dissipation, a resonator will ‘‘feel’’ the thermody-
namic bath and can thereby find its thermal equilibrium. In the resonator model here, where the dissipation is proportional
to the velocity, this process is described by the Langevin equation. Following Cleland [39], the Langevin equation iswritten as

mẍ + kx = −mγ ẋ + FN(t), (38)
where γ is the damping factor introduced in Eq. (24), and FN(t) is a force introduced by randomnoise. The ensemble average
results in the thermal equilibrium:

2mkBTγ =


∞

−∞


FN(0)FN(t ′)


dt ′. (39)

As shown in Ref. [39], introducing K(s) = ⟨FN(t)FN(t + s)⟩ as the correlation function, results in a spectral energy density
given by

S(ω) =
1
2π


∞

−∞

K(s)eiωsds. (40)

For uncorrelated force noise the correlation function is a delta function and the spectral noise force results in

Sf (ω) =
mγ kBT
2π

. (41)

This frequency-independent white noise is a result of any dissipative system in thermal equilibrium, where dissipation is
introduced by the Langevin equation and is proportional to the velocity of the oscillator. The equipartition function states
that, for a harmonic oscillator, thermal energy is shared between all degrees of freedom equally: in this case, kinetic and
potential terms in Eq. (38). The effect of the Langevin equation is to dampen all motion in a given mode through the term
proportional to the velocity, but adding and removing energy stochastically through the random force term, resulting in a
thermal energy of

⟨E⟩ =
1
2
m

ẋ2

+

1
2
k

x2

= kBT . (42)

A more detailed description of the preceding discussion is given by Cleland [39] and the equilibrium energy is calculated in
Ref. [43].
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Finite dissipation inevitably leads to noise in the system, as required by the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. The dissipa-
tion provides the coupling to the environment that allows the mode to thermalize with its surroundings. Thermodynamics
states that each degree of freedom has 1

2kBT energy. Each mode contains two degrees of freedom, amplitude and velocity,
resulting in a total energy of kBT . As described by Ref. [39], thermalization occurs due to a noise force fN that forces the beam
in a manner that is uncorrelated in space and time. This force noise is characterized the spectral density defined by

Sf (ω) =


∞

−∞

f (t0)f (t0 + t) expiωt dt. (43)

From this, and the force amplitude relation of a damped, undriven harmonic oscillator, one can derive the spectral amplitude
noise for a given mode n

Sxn =
1

(ω2
n − ω2)2 +


ω2
n
Q

2 Sfn(ω)
m2

. (44)

Using the requirement that the kinetic energy of a given mode is 1
2kBT , Ref. [39] shows that

Sfn =
4kBTmωn

Q
. (45)

Hence, any resonator mode, independent of dissipation mechanisms or geometry, exhibits spectral amplitude noise of the
form

San =
1

(ω2
n − ω2)2 +


ω2
n
Q

2 4kBTmωn

m2Q
. (46)

This expression for mechanical thermal amplitude noise (or thermal Johnson noise) is generic for any white-noise source,
which is defined by a frequency-independent noise force,where kBT must be replaced by the noise energy that couples to the
resonator. This expression holds true for high temperatures and low frequencies (h̄ω ≪ kBT ). The resulting displacement
on resonance is given by

δxthermal
√
Hz

=


4kBTQ
mω3

0
. (47)

Complete discussions of noise processes in NEMS devices along with spectral density functions and predicted effects on
the frequency and phase noise response are given in Refs. [44,42,45].

In summary, dissipation is themechanism throughwhich a resonator loses themechanical energy stored in an oscillation
mode. This energy can be transferred into other modes in nonlinear systems; transferred as elastic energy out of the
resonator; converted to non-mechanical energy; or lost to the thermal bath as heat. The measured quality factor may be
determined by many different sources of dissipation. In the linear regime, Q is defined as the sum of the inverses of each
contributing dissipation mechanism (which can easily be seen from∆Wtot =


∆Wi):

Q−1
tot = Q−1

CL + Q−1
CD + Q−1

MM + Q−1
TED + Q−1

SL + Q−1
MD + · · · . (48)

Each mechanism describes an uncorrelated linear force that resists motion and irreversibly converts energy at a rate
proportional to the resonant velocity. The following chapters consider various dissipation mechanisms and evaluate their
relevance to NEMS resonators. These processes are split into three categories: Extrinsic Dissipation (Section 4) includes
dissipative mechanisms that are not related to the resonator itself but are typically attributed to engineering constraints.
Discussed are circuit damping Q−1

CD , clamping losses Q−1
CL , and dissipation due to multiple materials Q−1

MM . Extrinsic sources
also include the effect of the medium. This is described by various forms of fluid damping Q−1

FL . Intrinsic Sources of Dissi-
pation (Section 5) considers losses within the material itself, namely thermoelastic dissipation Q−1

TED, phonon–phonon Q−1
p−p,

surface losses Q−1
SL , mechanical defects Q−1

MD , and quantum dissipation occurring through two level systems Q−1
TLS . A section

is also devoted to dissipation in carbon nanotubes as well as graphene due to the high interest in such devices and their
unique properties (see Section 6). The following chapters look into each dissipation mechanism and evaluate the relevance
to the resonator performance and how this may be determined experimentally.

Finally, methods and ideas on how to minimize and avoid dissipation are presented. The last section introduces the
concept of nonlinear damping and discusses its origins as well as current experimental studies on the topic.

3. Nems devices

NEMS devices act as transducers of a mechanical force into an electrical signal. As the structures are extremely small,
the mechanical response is very sensitive to external forces. This is what gives the devices the ability to act as detectors and
sensors for intriguingly small signals, such as electron spin events [3], molecules [4] or even the quantum background [9,22,
19,46]. This sensitivity is a result of downsizing to the nanometer scale. The ability to monitor their mechanical motion with
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great precision makes them suitable as oscillators [47–49] for frequency standards, mass sensors [50,5,51,28,52], in nuclear
magnetic resonance detection [53], gyroscopes, accelerometers, electro-mechanical filters [54], high-speed switches [55,56],
logic elements [32,57], biotechnology applications [58,15,14,8], and signal processing [1,59]. In carbon nanotube resonators,
mechanical modes as high as 39 GHz have been observed [60]. To enable these functionalities not only must the mechanical
degree couple to the desired force, but the electrical transduction must be strong in order for changes in the mechanical
response to be observed. The following section describes common drive and detectionmethods, as well as a brief fabrication
overview. An up-to-date review of current NEMS resonators, including fabrication, drive and detection, applications, carbon
nanotubes and discussion of quantum behavior is given by Greenberg et al. [61]. Poot and van der Zant [46] give a extensive
review quantum mechanical experiments with nanomechanical resonators. In this work, the focus is on dissipation in
these and similar devices. A review of diamond MEMS and NEMS discussed the use of diamond as a micro- or nano-
electromechanical material [62].

3.1. Resonator actuation and detection

3.1.1. The magnetomotive technique
In the presence of a magnetic field, a nanomechanical device can be both actuated and detected by the coupling of the

magnetic field with a conductor attached to the NEMS device. This method is known as themagnetomotive drive and detec-
tion technique, and it is often themethod of choice for very small structures that oscillate at extremely high frequencies [80].
A significant limitation is the need for a strong magnetic field of 1–16 T, usually produced by a superconducting magnet.
The high field also adds to circuit loading (discussed below) and makes the setup large and expensive.

The drive force of a current-carrying conductor in a magnetic field is given by the Lorentz force F⃗d = LI⃗ × B⃗. This force is
plugged into Eq. (25), which determines the resonance response.

For the detection of the resonance, the magnetomotive technique makes use of Faraday’s law of induction, which
describes the voltage produced by a conductor moving through a magnetic field. In Fourier space, the induced voltage is
given by

Ṽemf (ω) = iξBLωx̃(ω). (49)

ξ = 0.83 is an integration factor. Substituting expression (25) for x̃ one obtains:

Ṽemf (ω) =
iξωL2B2/m

ω2
res − ω2 + iωωres/Q

Ĩ(ω), (50)

where it is assumed that the magnetic field causing the Lorentz force is perpendicular to the long axis of the beam.

3.1.2. The capacitive technique
The force generated on the electrodes of a capacitor is derived from the change in capacitor energy Ec =

1
2CV

2
b with

respect to distance Fc =
1
2
dC
dx V

2
b . By charging the beam and applying a time-varying drive voltage Vb → Vb + Vdr , the

damped driven harmonic oscillator equation becomes:

ẍ + γ ẋ +


ω2

0 −
C ′′V 2

b

2m


x ≈

C ′VbVdr

m
, (51)

where dC
dx ≈ C ′

x0 + C ′′

x0(x− x0), and the static terms are dropped. In addition, it is assumed that Vdr ≪ Vb, hence the V 2
dr term

can be neglected. The resonance frequency is shifted by the applied d.c. voltage and becomes ωres =


k
m −

C ′′V2
b

2m . Now the
displacement as a function of drive voltage and beam voltage becomes:

x̃(ω) =
C ′VbṼdr(ω)

m
1

ω2
res − ω2 − iωωres/Qres

. (52)

In order to balance the charges on the capacitor, a detectable current is induced at the gates. From this current, themotion
of the resonator can be inferred. Using Q = VbC , one derives:

I =
dQ
dt

= Vb
dC
dt

= Vb
dC
dx

dx
dt

Ĩ = iVbC ′ωx̃. (53)

The final signal detected is typically a voltage resulting from feeding the induced current through a transimpedance
amplifier. The signal is linear in both drive voltage and beam displacement (assuming small displacement) and proportional
to V 2

b . The capacitive (also known as the electrostatic) method is extremely successful with larger MEMS structures, where
the larger capacitances result in larger signals. Also, higher frequencies are typically more difficult to detect due to parasitic
capacitance and losses in the transimpedance amplifier. Itmust be recognized, however, that small structures [31] and larger
high-frequency structures [81] have been demonstrated.
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3.1.3. The piezoelectric technique
In piezoelectric materials, a mechanical strain induces a voltage, and, alternatively, an applied voltage will induce a

mechanical strain that is proportional to the electric field. This property can be used to detect and drive mechanical motion
up to extremely high frequencies well over 1 GHz [54], these modes are typically bulk modes (as opposed to flexural
modes, which are the focus of this paper). The transduction efficiency is very high and this method is extensively used
in MEMS. The method is less ideal for small structures and flexural modes. The crystal integrity must be maintained for a
material to be piezoelectric, ultimately limiting how thin the device layer can become. Typically, piezoelectric materials are
thicker than 1 µm, making entry into the NEMS world quite limited. Nevertheless, piezoelectric NEMS devices have been
successfully demonstrated with piezoelectric layers as thin as 100 nm for both cantilevers and doubly-clamped beams only
4 µm long [82–84]. Piezoelectric materials transduce a strain into a voltage (or vice versa) given by

ϵi =
∆Li
Li

= d3iEz = d3i
V
t
, (54)

where Li is the physical dimension, Ez is the electric field along the z-axis, t is the device thickness,V is the applied voltage, d3i
are the contour piezoelectric coefficients, and i is the index representing the x, y and z components of the crystal. Here, it is
assumed that a field is applied only along the z-axis, which is the case when a piezoelectric material is sandwiched between
two conducting layers. Obviously, thickness modes, where the strain is only in the z direction, are the simplest structures
to calculate. For doubly-clamped beams, electrodes are attached close to the base where the strain field is the strongest. An
electrode at one end of the beam is used to actuate the structure, and a second electrode at the opposite end detects. The
efficiency of the transduction denoted by κ will depend on the placement of the electrodes. For the extension, one writes:

∆Lx = κ2d31Lx
Vdr

L
. (55)

Additional static voltages can be applied to add static strain that tune the frequency [83]. On the other end of the beam, the
induced strainwill set up an electric field that causes charge to flow. The resulting current is the time derivative of the charge

Iout =
d
dt


A
(d31Eϵx)dA, (56)

where A is the area of the electrodes. ϵx is composed of a flexing component and an extensional strain component that can
be neglected for this mode and is given by

ϵ fx = −
t
2
d2D
dx2

(57)

where D(x) = D0φ(x) is the displacement amplitude along x as defined in Section 2.2. Plugging in the solutions for the
doublyclamped beam, one obtains

Iout = iω0d31Ew
t
2
D0

dφ(0.224L)
dx

, (58)

where x = 0.224L is how far along the beam the electrodes range, corresponding to where dφ
dx is maximized. D0 is the beam

amplitude, a linear function of the input voltage derived in Ref. [85]

D0 = 0.09αQ
d31E
ρf 20 L2

Vdr , (59)

where α is an empirical factor describing the electrodes and f0 the fundamental resonance frequency. This expression holds
if the piezoelectric material dominates and the electrode mass can be neglected. A detailed analysis on piezoelectric actu-
ation and detection specifically for flexural modes is given in Ref. [86], where the mechanical response is given in terms of
the mechanical impedance. For the doubly-lamped beam mode, one finds

Iout(ω) =
6.05iω(d31Etw)2

mL2

ω2

0 − ω2 +
iωω0
Qres

Vdr(ω). (60)

Ref. [86] also demonstrated the beneficial scaling properties of the piezoelectric actuation and detection scheme compared
to the capacitive method.

3.1.4. Piezoresistive detection
In a piezoresistive material the resistivity changes with strain due to shifts in the conduction band Fermi levels. Typical

piezoresistive materials are doped semiconductors, where an applied strain increases or decreases the gap size. The
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piezoresistive gauge factor, γP , characterizes the strength of piezoresistivity and hence, the amount of change in resistance
that occurs due to an applied strain is expressed as:

γP =
∆R
R0

1
ϵs

= (1 + ν)+
∂ρe

ρe

1
ϵs
, (61)

where∆R and R0 are the change in resistance and total resistance, respectively, ϵs is the applied strain, ν the Poisson’s ratio,
andρe the resistivity. Unlike piezoelectricmaterials, this process is not symmetric or reversible, as ‘‘resistivity’’ cannot be ap-
plied, hence this method can only be used for detection. This has been implemented in NEMS devices [87,88]. The resonator
itself may be manufactured from a piezoresistive material as is the case for boron doped diamond [89] or, alternatively, a
piezoresistive material can be integrated into the resonator. Typically this is done at the clamping points of the resonator or
wherever the strain in the greatest. An advantage of the piezoresistive detection method is that it can be implemented into
a heterodyne down-mixing circuit where the resonant response frequency is multiplied with a bias frequency to obtain a
low frequency detection signal that is not sensitive to parasitic capacitances [87].

This method has been successfully used for mass sensors [51] and demonstrated atomic resolution in an atomic-force
microscope system [90,91].

3.1.5. The dielectric technique
Dielectric actuation and detection has been proposed as a universal method for NEMS devices [92,93]. It has been shown

that using side gates to polarize resonators made of dielectrics is an efficient way to both drive and detect a NEMS device.
Using this method, high quality factor devices have been demonstrated.

The force density acting on the resonator is the product of the polarization and the electric field gradient:

f⃗ = (P⃗ · ∇⃗)E⃗. (62)

The detection occurs due to changes in the circuit impedance. Rieger et al. [94] use the dielectric drive and detection
schematic coupled inductively to a microwave cavity to tune both the resonance frequency and quality factor.

3.1.6. Other actuation and detection techniques
Other techniques include hybrid setups where, for example, a piezoelectric crystal is used for actuation and the readout

is accomplished optically where a laser is reflected off a resonator. Optical methods are especially common for larger MEMS
structures but have also been demonstrated for NEMS [95–97]. Optical methods can be very successful in NEMS when
coupling mechanically to the optical near field [98]. Such opto-electromechanical methods allowed for low dissipative
circuits with strong coupling [99].

Effective actuation techniques that are not discussed here include the piezoresistive detection method [87,88] and elec-
trothermal actuation [100]. More exotic methods used only at low temperatures are variations on the capacitor method,
which include single-electron transistors (SET) [12] and superconducting microwave cavity [101]. Recently, SET detection
of carbon nanotubes have demonstrates high quality factors [102]. D.C. SQUID detectors have also been successfully imple-
mented to detect the resonantmotion through changes in flux [103]. Using field emission,where the current is exponentially
dependent on the electrode–resonator gap, themotion of carbon nanotubes has been detected aswell [104]. These low-noise
methods reduce back action noise as well as circuit damping but are typically more difficult to implement than themethods
described above. Dissipation resulting from the readout circuit will not be discussed for these methods.

3.2. Fabrication

Most devices discussed here are manufactured using standard top-down optical or e-beam lithography methods. These
methods give a high level of control to design and geometry of the resonator and allow for exact device engineering. Typical
steps include a lithography step of the device layer that defines the two-dimensional structure. This is followed by metal-
ization (usually thermal or e-beam evaporation) that serves as an etch mask and, if needed, also as the electrical contact.
Anisotropic reactive ion etching (RIE) defines the device after which an isotropic dry or wet-etch removes a sacrificial layer
after which the resonator is suspended. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 7. Multiple lithography steps can be used for more
complex devices and, if needed, non-metallic layers can be included through sputtering or atomic layer deposition.

Post processing measures such as annealing, may significantly affect dissipation (change defects stresses and strain,
i.e., phonon propagation). Crystal purity and quality will also affect not only the resonance frequency but to a greater degree,
dissipation. Also, growth processes can introduce intrinsic strain that will alter the quality factor. These effects are discussed
below.

Now that the devices we are considering have been introduced and described, we can start considering sources of dis-
sipation and methods to calculate and measure them. Dissipation is sorted into two broader categories: Extrinsic, which
includes effects that can typically be manipulated through engineering and design, but also includes dissipation mecha-
nisms that are related to the environmental conditions such as ambient pressure, and intrinsic, which includes dissipation
mechanisms that are intrinsic to the resonant material. These classifications present an attempt to organize the field but are
not a result of exact definitions.
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a b c

d e f

Fig. 7. NEMS lithography fabrication. (a) Wafer consisting of silicon handle, silicon oxide isolation layer, silicon sacrificial layer, diamond device layer and
spin on PMMA photoresist. (b) E-beam patterning and PMMA development step. (c) Metalization (typically titanium–gold–chrome) (d) anisotropic O2 RIE
etches the diamond (e) isotropic SF6 RIE or KOH whet etch removes silicon and suspends the structure. (f) Suspended NCD resonators.

4. Extrinsic sources of dissipation

4.1. Circuit damping Q−1
CD

For any practical application, a purely mechanical resonator will always be coupled electrically to a drive-and-detection
circuit; the most commonmethods are demonstrated in Section 3.1 (even the optical readout method often relies on a form
of electrical actuation). In this section, the effects of the circuit on dissipation, known as circuit loading, is illustrated for the
magnetomotive, capacitive, and piezoelectric activation and detection methods.

A damped drivenmechanical resonator system can bemodeled by an RLC circuit. This results in an equivalentmechanical
resistance Rm, capacitance Cm and inductance Lm. From the frequency response in voltage to drive current, the mechanical
equivalents can bededuced. The resonance frequency is given by fRLC =

1
2π

√
LC
. Dissipation in thismodel depends onwhether

the RLC circuit is in parallel or in series and takes the form Q−1
p =

1
R


L
C or Q−1

s = R


C
L , respectively. The full-frequency

damped driven parallel RLC circuit is given by

Vp(ω) =
iω/Cm

ω2
RLC − ω2 + iω/(RmCm)

I(ω), (63)

and the series circuit takes the form

Vs(ω) =
iω/Cm

ω2
RLC − ω2 + iωRm/Lm

I(ω). (64)

On resonance, this reduces to Vp(ω0) = RmI(ω0) and Vs(ω0) =
Z2m
Rm

I(ω0), the expected voltage drop over an impedance for a
given current, with Zm =

√
Lm/Cm being the characteristic impedance of the mechanical system.

4.1.1. Magnetomotive damping
Magnetomotive damping (QMMD) occurs through the interaction of the readout circuit and an external magnetic field.

It applies whenever the Lorentz force is used to actuate the resonator. The damping effect of the magnetomotive drive-
and-detection scheme was analyzed for the magnetomotive method in Ref. [105]. Using the results from Eq. (50) (doubly-
clamped beam) together with Eq. (63), the mechanical equivalents to a parallel RLC circuit can be determined (see Fig. 8 for
circuit diagram);

Rm =
ξL2B2

mω0
Q−1
res (65)

Lm =
ξL2B2

mω2
0

(66)

Cm =
m

ξL2B2
. (67)
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a b

Fig. 8. Electrical circuit equivalent. (a) Magnetomotive [105], and (b) for capacitive [106] and piezoelectric [107] drive and detection methods. This
modified the Butterworth–Van Dyke equivalent circuit includes the parasitic capacitance and impedance load.

Here, Qres is the quality factor of the resonator without the external circuit. These expressions are correct in the infinite
source impedance limit (Z → ∞). Z is the impedance that is seen by the Vemf generated by the moving conductor in the
magnetic field. Actual circuits have a finite electrical impedance Z(ω) = R + iX over which the electromotive voltage is
generated. Resulting eddy currents induce an additional Lorentz force that is not due to the drive current [108]. This force
always opposes the velocity and adds to the dissipation. Here we assume only a small change in impedance with respect to
frequency over the resonance frequency (applies for high Q resonators). This impedance must be added in parallel to the
circuit. Now the voltage over the circuit (as is eventually measured by the network analyzer) is given by

Vemf (ω) =


ω2

0 − ω2
+ iωω0/Qres

iω/Cm
+

1
R + iX

−1

I(ω)

=
iω/Cm

ω2
tot − ω2 + iωω0(1/Qtot)

I(ω), (68)

where ω2
tot = ω2

0 + ωω0ZmX/ |Z |
2 is the observed resonance frequency shifted by the circuit and Q−1

tot = Q−1
res +

ZmR
|Z |2

is the
corrected dissipation, i.e., the total dissipation of the system including both the intrinsic dissipation and the dissipation
caused by the circuit Q−1

MMD. From expression (68) the shifted resonance frequency and measurable dissipation can be
extracted [105].

Q−1
MMD = (ZmR/ |Z |

2)

=
ξL2B2

ωresm
R/ |Z |

2 . (69)

The resonance frequency is also loaded, and to the first order in Zm/Z becomes

fcircuit = fres


1 +

ZmX
|Z |

2 . (70)

There is a B2 dependence to Q−1
MMD, and Q−1

tot → Q−1
res for B → 0. Hence, whenever the magnetomotive method is being

used, the unloaded dissipation of the resonator can be determined by measuring the loaded dissipation as a function of
magnetic field and then extrapolating to zero field [18,109–111,33,34,112]. Note that this dissipation is not affected by
material properties such as Young’s modulus but will vary with frequency, mass, and length of the resonator. For the thin-
beam approximation, where f ∝ L−2, reducing the resonator lengthwill have a great effect asQ−1

MMD ∝ L4. The reduced effect
of magnetomotive damping for higher frequencies has been illustrated by Imboden et al. [34]. The addition of a magnetic
field in a self excited carbon nanotube resonator can significantly increase the dissipation though eddy currents, resulting
in the expected Q−1

∝ B2 dependency [113]. For low frequencies (and long resonators), the circuit loading grows; as this
effect is well understood, it can bemeasured precisely and removed analytically to determine the true dissipation occurring
only due to the structure [33]. For short beams, the low circuit loading of the magnetomotive method paved the way for the
first flexural mode detection of a mechanical resonance above 1 GHz [114].

4.1.2. Capacitive circuit damping
Following the same framework, one can determine the mechanical equivalent of the RLC circuit for the capacitive

resonator system. In addition to determining the dissipation contribution from the circuit, this analysis is also useful when
impedance-matching high-frequency resonator circuits. For the capacitive drive-and-detection scheme, the equivalent RLC
series circuit and the circuit impedance are both in series (see Fig. 8). The total voltage drop over this circuit is again given by
V = Rtot I = (Rm + Rc)I , where Rc is the circuit resistance. Total dissipation can be written as Q−1

tot = Q−1
res Rtot/Rm, resulting
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in an additional loaded dissipation by Q−1
CCD = Q−1

m Rc/Rm. The next paragraph illustrates a more intuitive method to obtain
the same result.

As was shown in Section 3.1.2, the moving capacitor will induce a current to balance the flow of charge. This current
must be pushed through the circuit impedance and will contribute to losses. Unlike in the magnetomotive case, where a
high-circuit impedance was needed to minimize the losses due to the electromotive voltage, here the induced current must
flow freely to reduce losses. Again, high-frequency signals require impedance-matching, resulting in losses even for well-
engineered circuits. Consider a resonator with energyWres =

1
2kx

2 capacitively coupled to a readout circuit. The current in-
ducedmust be pushed through an impedance, typically the circuit impedance to the first amplifier and the input impedance
of the readout electronics. The power dissipated in the circuit is given by PCCD =

1
2Rc Ĩ2. Using the definition of dissipation

(1) and assuming the energy lost per cycle is only due to the circuit (∆WCCD =
2πPCCD
ω

) then the capacitive damping becomes

Q−1
CCD =

∆WCCD

2πW0
=

Rc Ĩ2

ωreskx̃2

=
RcC ′2V 2

b

mωres
=

Rc

QresRm
, (71)

where Ĩ is taken from the derivation in Section 3.1.2. Rm =
mωres

V2
b C

′2Qres
is the motional resistance on resonance of the capac-

itively coupled doubly-clamped beam resonator as derived by plugging (52) into (53) and using Ĩ = RmṼdr . Analogous to

the magnetomotive circuit a mechanical inductance and capacitance can be defined; Lm =
m

V2
b C

′2 and Cm =
V2
b C

′2

k . A detailed

discussion of capacitively actuated resonators and their equivalent circuits is given in Refs. [54,115]. It is clear that, to min-
imize dissipation due to the circuit, the impedance must be minimized. Analogous to sweeping the magnetic field in the
magnetomotive method, here the beam voltage can be swept to determine the dissipation as Vb → 0, which corresponds
to the true resonator dissipation.

If the capacitive actuation-and-detection method is used in the presence of an external magnetic field, then there will
be additional loading. An applied magnetic field will induce a Vemf that opposes the motion by charging the capacitor. This
force will always act against the motion and is proportional to the beam velocity ẋ and will hence appear as a dissipative
term in the oscillator equation. This scenario has been illustrated by Schwab [116] for a SET operating in a magnetic field.

Capacitive circuit damping is equivalent to ohmic dissipation that occurs whenever a DC voltage is applied to a resistive
resonator. The motion changing the capacitance results in a current flow. The mechanically induced electric energy will
be dissipated by ohmic heating. Barois et al. [117] reproduce the expected quadratic dependency of dissipation on the
applied voltage and demonstrate how the RC timescale sets a fundamental limit to the quality factor in an analogous way
to thermoelastic dissipation. Ref. [117] also includes a summary of capacitive NEMS resonators with quality factors ranging
from 1700 to as high as 150,000 [92]. The tunnel current dominates the dissipative mechanism in CNT resonators coupled
to a single electron transistor [102]. As for the classical ohmic and capacitive loss mechanism, the characteristic dissipation
proportional to the gate voltage squared is observed. Circuit loading in amicrowave cavity can result in a fivefold dissipation
increase with again a bias voltage squared dependence [94].

4.1.3. Piezoelectric damping
Analogous to the charges flowing to and from the capacitor, electrons are swept to and from the electric pads of the

piezoelectric resonators. Again, these currents must be pushed through a finite resistance of the electric circuit and will
lead to losses. The total voltage drop of the circuit is given by V = (Rm + Rc)I , where for a double beam using Eq. (60) on
resonance, one obtains

Rm =
ρL3ωres

6.03tw(d31E)2
1

Qres
, (72)

Using this, together with the results for the capacitive method, the piezoelectric circuit damping Q−1
PCD is given by

Q−1
PCD =

Rc

QresRm

=
6.03tw(d31E)2

ρL3ωres
Rc . (73)

The numerical factors are dependent on where the electrodes are placed; for the doubly-clamped beam, they are optimized
when located at maximum strain, which ranges ≈ 0.224L along the beam measured from the clamps on either side [86].
Typically, d31 is extremely small and hence circuit damping can often be neglected when determining dominant damping
sources; additionally, dissipation scales with the inverse of the resonance frequency, hence, piezoelectric dissipation scales
favorably with frequency.

A comparison of the three discussed loading mechanisms is depicted in Fig. 9 as a function of length and frequency.
The numeric values used are typical for NEMS resonators and show that magnetomotive damping is significantly stronger
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Fig. 9. Circuit-loading plots for magnetomotive (blue), capacitive (red), and piezoelectric (green) drive circuits as a function of length and frequency.
Width, thickness, and material properties are held constant.

up to very high frequencies. Piezoelectrically loaded circuits increase the dissipation with frequency, but the loading is
comparatively low.

4.2. Clamping losses Q−1
CL

Clamping losses occur when strain is concentrated at the attachment points of the resonator. The time-varying strain
radiates elastic energy into the support structure. By definition, flexural modes will always have maximum strain at the
nodes located at the clamps and hence are subject to this form of dissipation (see Section 2.2). The vibrating shear force and
moment at the clamps act as excitation sources of elastic waves that propagate into the support. (It has been shown that
the shear force dominates [118].) The amount of elastic energy lost to the base will depend on the actuated mode and the
method of clamping.

Cross and Lifshitz [118] have developed a framework to determine the elastic wave transmission at an abrupt junction.
The coupling is weak and transmission can be treated as a perturbation. A two-dimensional model can be used to determine
the elastic energy transmitted into the base as well as the heat transport from the constricted beam into the base (the base
is assumed to be semi-infinite, and it is assumed no energy returns back into the beam). Defining the clamping loss as the
energy transmitted at the nodes into the support structure, one can write

Q−1
CLn ∝

vg

Lω
Tn, (74)

where vg is the group velocity of sound and Tn is the nth mode transmission coefficient. For the dissipation in cantilevers,
this results in two separate expressions for flexural out-of-plane modes and in-plane modes.

Q−1
2d−CL in plane = α

w3

L3
(75)

Q−1
2d−CL out of plane = β

w

L
. (76)

The parameters α and β arematerial-dependent only. It can be intuitively understood that the in-planemode is clamped
more rigidly to the base than the out-of-plane mode. This is illustrated in the two-dimensional simulation in Fig. 10 (a) and
(b). The in-plane results agree with the predicted dissipation first calculated by Jimbo and Itao [119] where α = 0.46. It is
often assumed that a doubly-clamped beam suffers twice the loss of a cantilever, as there are two clamping points. Closed
form calculations of α [120] show results derived explicitly for cantilevers and doubly-clamped beams. The model uses the
standard beam theory presented in Section 2.2 and assumes the thickness of the structure t to be much smaller than the
transverse elastic wavelength λT =

1
f


E

2ρ(1+ν) , where ν is the Poisson’s ratio, justifying the use of two-dimensional elastic
wave theory. Hao et al. [120] show for a cantilever (c − f )

αc−f n =
(1 + ν)ψ

0.24(1 − ν)
ζn, (77)

where ψ(ν) is a numerical factor related to the average amplitude and ζn = χnβn is a mode-dependent numerical factor
derived from the solution to the beam equations (see Section 2.2). The doubly-clamped beam (c − c) results in

αc−c n =
(3 − ν)(1 + ν)Π

1.91(3 − ν)(1 + ν)+ 2.43Π
ζn, (78)
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Fig. 10. Comsol finite element simulation of clamping for a silicon cantilever. L = 10 µm, w = 0.5 µm, t = 0.3 µm, base extends 10 µm from the
clamping position. (a) 2-D model of out-of-plane mode shows large amount of displacement and stress in the base, dissipation described by Eq. (75)
(b) 2-D model for in-plane mode. There is virtually no displacement in the base and the stress is localized very closely to the base. Dissipation described
by Eq. (75). (c) and (d) 3-D model with idealized clamping for out-of-plane and in-plane modes, respectively. Minimal stress is simulated; dissipation is
described by Eq. (82). The frequency in (a) is almost half that of (c), illustrative of the poor clamping in (a). The resonator in (d) shows an even higher
frequency than (b), indicative of better clamping. This is predicted as the dissipation for (b) scales as


w
L

3 and for (d) as w
L

 t
L

4 . It makes intuitive sense
that if the undercut in scenario (c) and (d) is ≫ w, t then scenario (a) and (b) is effectively recovered. This must be avoided during the manufacturing
process. (e) and (f) show the strain and frequency of perfectly clamped beams for comparison.

Fig. 11. Dissipation plots for room-temperature MHz resonators. Two fits are illustrated aL−n
+ b with n = {3, 5}. For both sets, n = 5 appears to be the

best fit for the scaling law. The constant b portrays the length-independent dissipation attributed mostly to surface losses. The magnetic field dependence
of dissipation, including a quadratic fit, is illustrated in the inset.
Source: Reprinted with permission from [33].
© 2007, AIP Publishing LLC.

where again, Π is a numerical factor related to the average amplitude where Π(ν) =
π
4 (3 − ν)(1 + ν) if L ≫ w. It can

be shown that for the Poisson’s ratio ranging from 0 − 0.5α varies only from 1.3 to 1.7. Experimentally, however, a greater
range has been reported; for example, α = 11.2 for nanocrystalline diamond (calculated using Ref. [118]) [109], α = 1.5
for SiC [114] (the authors do not cite this value; here it is assumed that all dissipation can be explain with clamping losses
and α =

1
Q

 L
w

3
with Q = 500. L = 1.1 µm and w = 120 nm). α ≈ 1.1 for 3C-SiC [111], and α ≈ 10 for polycrystalline

diamond [33] (see Fig. 11).
It is illustrated by Hao et al. [120] that, cantilevers suffer from less clamping losses than doubly-clamped beams. Higher-

order resonances are also less susceptible than the fundamental mode. This makes intuitive sense, as higher-order reso-
nances havemoremechanical energy stored at the nodes far away from the clamps. This effect iswell-illustrated in Ref. [121]
in a high-order collective mode with strain along the entire beam as well as the clamps. Fig. 12 depicts the Lorentzian re-
sponse of a high-quality factor collective mode at 1.44 GHz. Typically, first-order GHz flexural modes have very low quality
factors of around 500 [114]. To reduce clamping losses, it is possible to increase the aspect ratio and simultaneously main-
tain the same resonance frequency. This will reduce the overall size of the resonator, making actuation and detection more
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a

b c

d

Fig. 12. GHz mode diamond resonator. (a) Finite element simulation of antenna structure. Left: fundamental resonance mode wighted by the paddles.
Right: collective mode with actuated paddles. (b) Amplitude response of the 1.441 GHz collective mode, including Lorentzian fit, from which the quality
factor of 4380 is extracted. (c) Force vs. displacement plot, obtained from multiple sweeps at varying power. The effective spring constant is determined
from the linear fit. (d) Quadratic magnetic field dependence of the peak amplitude, including a numerical fit.
Source: Reprinted with permission from [121].
© 2007, AIP Publishing LLC.

difficult, and increase the surface-to-volume ratio, which results in new forms of dissipation (as discussed below). Results
published by Gaidarzhy et al. [121] show how an array of coupled oscillators arranged to reduce mechanical impedance
can result in high-quality factor transverse mode resonators, where quality factors far exceed limits imposed on standard
doubly-clamped beam resonators due to clamping losses.

Depending on the actuation method or the application, in-plane resonances may not always be desired. Out-of-plane
actuation results in much higher clamping losses if the two-dimensional model applies. Examples in which this simplified
model may be valid would be cases where there is a very large undercut after the release step of the fabrication (see
Section 3.2) or possibly graphene resonators, which are inherently two-dimensional. The effects of a large undercut due to
imprecise fabrication has resulted in a large reduction of the resonance frequency and unusually high dissipation of silicon
beams.Most flexural modes are spared this level of loss due to proper clamping to a thick base. Such cases have been studied
explicitly for high-frequency NEMS cantilevers by Photiadis and Judge [122], where themodel is expanded to include a base
structure. Previously, only monopole radiation from the shear force was considered. More generally, dipole radiation from
torque and hybrid radiation may also contribute. If the thickness of the base tb is much greater than the thickness of the
device, only the monopole radiation contributes. This is most often the case. The limit λ ≫ w, t is also taken, which applies
safely to all structures consideredhere. For the cantileverwith a finite base (tb ≪ λb) the clamping loss is derived inRef. [122]

Q−1
CL base = γ

w

L
t2

t2b
(79)

γ = 4 p(ν, kb/k)


ρE(1 − ν2b )

ρbEb
, (80)

where p(ν, kb/k) = α22


kb
k

2
is the monopole term and α22 is a function of ν of order one [123]. The index b indicates the

base properties. For t = tb Eq. (79) reduces to the solution found for the two-dimensional model where the loss is given by
(75). The unitless γ factor is weakly dependent on Poisson’s ratio and of order one (γ = 0.95 for ν = 0.3). The torque term

is proportional to


t
tb

5/2
and the hybrid term proportional to


t
tb

3
and hence contributes less than the monopole term

and can be safely neglected. In the opposite, large base limit (tb ≫ λb), the structure is effectively clamped to a semi-infinite
medium but only at one side. Again, as the thickness of the base is greater than the thickness of the beam, monopole radi-
ation dominates. Using results from Ref. [124] for the impedance of shear loads at a semi-infinite boundary. Photiadis and
Judge [122] determine the dissipation to take the form

Q−1
CL hb→∞

=
β2
n

9π
wh3

L
E
Eb

k2nkb(1 + νb)(τ
3
+ 2), (81)
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Table 2
Summary of clamping losses for various models. The coefficients
α, β, γ , δ for cantilevers (c − f ) and doubly-clamped beam
resonators (c − c) are given for ν = 0.3.

2D in plane 2D out of plane Base tb ∞base

Q−1

w
L

3 w
L

w
L


t
tb

2
w
L

 t
L

4
c − f 0.46 ≈0.5 0.95 0.31
c − c 1.57 ≈1 3.4 45

where τ 2 = (1−2νb)/(2(1−νb)) is the ‘‘ratio of dilatational to shear wave numbers in the elastic half-space’’, kn and βn are
mode shape parameters, and kb = ω

√
2(1 + νb)/Eb is the base wave number. Assuming the base to be made of the same

material as the resonator, Eq. (81) reduces to

Q−1
CL hb→∞

≈ σ
w

L


t
L

4

, (82)

where σ is again a function of order one that is weakly dependent on the Poisson’s ratio. For ν = 0.3 σ = 0.31. This de-
pendency has been illustrated for noncrystalline diamond beams [33], although the mode was in-plane. These results were
generalized in Ref. [125] to include doubly-clamped resonators. It was determined that β →≈ 7β for the thin support
approximation and β →≈ 145β for the semi-infinite base approximation. These theoretical results are fitted successfully
to experimental results for resonators in the 10–100 kHz range [125]. The increase can be, in part, attributed to the higher
resonance frequency (factor 2π for the same beam dimensions) and the second attachment clamp.

As mentioned earlier, imperfect fabrication results in a large undercut, and the quality factor suffers as the system ap-
proaches the two-dimensional out-of-plane mode limit. In reality, the base will never be perfect and one may expect a
variation on Eq. (82). It will be interesting to measure the same beam with excitation both in-plane and out-of-plane. The
surface area will be unchanged, but the clamping losses could differ significantly, indicating which model applies. Huang
et al. [126] compared the quality factors of a freestanding beamwith a doubly-clamped beam of similar size and of the same
frequency (≈170 MHz), made of silicon carbide. Compared to the free beam, the quality factor dropped from ≈11,000 to
≈4500 for the doubly-clamped beam. This is a strong indication that clamping losses are central in determining the perfor-
mance of such NEMS systems. Considering that typical NEMS resonators have a quality factor of under 10,000, and given
Eq. (75), it can be estimated that as long as the aspect ratio L/w > 25, clamping losses are unlikely to contribute as a major
dissipation source, as is the case for long thin beams [66]. Fig. 10 illustrates the cases considered above for clamping loss in
a cantilever. The simulation does not include dissipation, but considering the frequency shifts and strain distribution, the
above discussion is qualitatively validated.

As mentioned, clamping losses can be minimized by increasing the aspect ratio. For the same operating frequency, if
the thickness (or width) is halved, then the length must be reduced by

√
2, resulting in a factor

√
2 decrease of the aspect

ratio t
L . Alternatively, engineering the resonator anchors to maximize the mechanical impedance mismatch will reduce the

clamping losses as well. An implementation of this is to design resonators with multiple beams that resonate out of phase.
The antisymmetricmotion cancels the forces andmoments generated at the base andhence the clamping losses. Examples of
this are given by the triple-beam design described by DeVoe [86]. Gaidarzhy et al. [121] solved the problem of high clamping
losses due to small cantilevers by positioning an array of cantilevers along a central beam. This removed the strain transfer
into the base structure and, through synchrony, amplified the response by forcing the entire structure to resonate at the
frequency of the much smaller cantilevers (see Fig. 12). This hierarchical-type structure poses a possible solution to evade
clamping losses in high-frequencyNEMS structureswhilemaintaining a large signal size [127], two of the central constraints
when scaling down. Typically, harder clamps will reduce losses as discussed above; however, inclusion of flexible anchor
points at the nodes has also shown to significantly reduce clamping losses (though this structure behaves like a free–free
resonator and is no longer a doubly-clamped beam [126,128]). Increasing the number of nodeswill increase the strain energy
at positions away from the clamps. Hence, where clamping losses dominate, onewould expect higher-order resonantmodes
to show lower dissipation at the corresponding frequency of a shorter beam. This result is demonstrated by Unterreithmeier
et al. [37] in high-strain silicon nitride beams; however, dissipative mechanisms other than clamping losses are believed to
dominate. Feng et al. [129] achieved very high quality factors for silicon nanowire resonators at frequencies over 200 MHz;
the quality factors scaled with the aspect ratio but not as strongly as


w
L

3, which may be explained by imperfect clamping
conditions. Finally, Table 2 summarizes the clamping losses.

4.3. Dissipation due to multiple materials

Most resonator structures are manufactured frommultiple materials. Commonly, there is the device layer and a metallic
electrode or mirror, depending on the actuation and detection method, but multiple dielectric layers are not uncommon.
Each of these layers is not perfect. They contribute to the total dissipation of the system through clamping losses or any
internal dissipation mechanism, and must therefore be considered when making precise measurements. Alternatively, if
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the device layer dissipation is known with high precision, dissipation due to attached thin films can be studied in resonator
structures, as has been done for ultrathin silicon dioxide films [130] as well as metals [131]. This section does not identify
actual dissipation sources but illustrates the effect of dissipation due to multiple materials.

When adding a metal (or any other material) to a resonator, the mass loading will alter the resonance frequency [132].
(For this discussion, it is assumed that the device layer is the thickest and hardest material, but the expressions hold for
other scenarios as well.)

fi =
λi

L2


EbIb + EmIm
ρbAb + ρmAm

. (83)

(Variables are defined in Section 2.2.) In addition, the second material will also contribute to the total dissipation of the
composite structure. Starting with the definition of dissipation given in Eq. (1) and following Ref. [111], we assume that
not only each dissipation mechanism but also each individual layer contributes linearly to loss. Hence, for a given resonator
mode, the total dissipation is given by

Q−1
tot =

i
j,k,...≠i


1 +

tjEj + tkEk + · · ·

tiEi

−1

Q−1
i . (84)

The indices sum over all materials that make up the resonator. Typically, no more than two materials are present; the
device layer and the metallic layer that serves as the electrode (additional adhesion layers are extremely thin, ranging from
3–10 nm, and do not contribute in any meaningful way). In this case, Eq. (84) reduces to [133]

Q−1
tot−2 =

1
1 + β

(Q−1
b + βQ−1

m ), (85)

where the b and m indices refer to the beam and metal that compose the structure, respectively. β =
Emtm
Ebtb

is a measure
of the contribution of the metallic layer. Often, β ≪ 1 and the metallic film contribution to dissipation can be neglected
without significant loss in accuracy, as both Em < Eb and tm < tb for most resonators. For a gold–silicon resonator with
a device layer thickness of 500 nm and a 50 nm thick electrode β = 0.075. For harder materials, such as silicon-carbide,
titanium-carbide or diamond β is considerably smaller. The mass loading effect on dissipation contrasts the effect of the
metallic layer on the resonance frequency, which is generally very easily measured and must be taken into account when
determining the Young’s modulus using Eq. (83). Examples of this can be found in Refs. [132,109,111,34].

Ideally, the contribution of each layer should be measured individually for a given resonator. However, this is often not
possible nor necessary, and typical internal dissipation values for common materials described in the literature (Al, Ti, Au,
Mo, In, Ag, Cu, a-SiO2) [131] can be used. Such dissipation measurements of thin films have been conducted on large torsion
resonators. The results for internal dissipation due to the metallic layers can be used when calculating the contribution of
the electrodes. Assuming a thin film, the frequency shift to the first order is given in Ref. [134]:

ftot − fb
ftot

=
3Gf tf
2Gbtb

−
ρf tf
2ρbtb

, (86)

where Gi is the shear modulus of the bare structure and the thin film and ti and ρi the corresponding thicknesses and mass
densities. The corresponding dissipation shift due to the thin film is given by

Q−1
tot = Q−1

bare +
3Gfilmtfilm
Gbaretbare

Q−1
film. (87)

Using the above expressions, larger torsion resonators have been used to measure the internal friction of thin films, both
metallic and non-metallic, to high accuracy over a large temperature range [135,130,136,131].

Of fundamental interest are the actual dissipation sources themselves, leading to the Q−1
beam and Q−1

film terms that appear in
Eq. (84). They are discussed in detail below.

4.4. Resonators in a medium

It is evident that by removing a surrounding material, be it a highly viscous liquid or gas, or even a low-pressure gas, the
quality factorwill improve. This can be seen bemodifying the elasticity Eq. (8),where the total force acting on the resonator is
no longer just the drive force but also the damping force, which is proportional to the velocity. Hence, the damping forcewill
add a term of the form Fmedium ∝ −ẋ due to hydrodynamic loading. Experimentally, it may often be possible to measure the
resonator in high vacuum, where damping from the surrounding medium can be safely neglected. This is imperative when
measuring intrinsic dissipation effects or trying to maximize Q . In applications, however, a surrounding medium is often
unavoidable, either for engineering constraints ormore fundamentallywhen the resonator is used to probe the environment.
Examples include gas sensing [137], chemisorption mass detection in real time [88], bimolecular recognition [138,58],
and potential computation applications [139]. High quality factor NEMS resonators in air have been demonstrated [140]
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(reaching quality factors of over 1000 for 5 MHz structures using a parametric drive). Resonators operating in isopropyl
alcohol, acetone, water, and phosphate-buffered saline have been reported with quality factors for 20–100 MHz cantilevers
and doubly-clamped resonators of 3–10 MHz [96].

The damping caused by a surrounding medium can be analyzed in three regimes described by Newell [16]. At low
pressures, known as the molecular regime, the dissipation is dominated by individual molecule collisions. At high pressures
or even liquids, the continuum limit applies as described by Stoke’s law for damping. Lastly, depending on the geometry
of the resonator, squeeze-film damping occurs when the medium is trapped between the resonator and base, effectively
increasing its viscosity.

4.4.1. Low pressure dissipation Q−1
LPD

The low pressure regime holds when the mean free path of the gas molecules is greater than the resonator dimension
lmfp ≪ w. In this case, the gasmolecules do not interact with each other and the dissipation is a result ofmomentum transfer
between individual molecules and the resonating beam [16].

Q−1
LPD =


2
π

 2
3 1
ρtf0

P
v

≈ 0.002
P

√
Eρ


L
t

2

. (88)

The final expression is true for a doubly-clamped beam resonator, P is the pressure and v =

kBT/mg is the gas molecule

velocity, and Lw = A is the area of the oscillator moving through the medium. Liu et al. [139] demonstrated room-
temperature time-resolved GHz frequency cantilever structures operating at atmospheric pressure, and have shown that
clamping losses and low-pressure dissipation accounts for a quality factor as low as ≈18.

4.4.2. Viscous dissipation Q−1
VD

As the pressure increases, the medium is described by its viscosity rather than by the dynamics of the individual
molecules. Unlike in themolecular regime, in the continuum limit themovement of the resonator drags some of themedium
with it, increasing the effective mass (see Fig. 14). This results in a strong frequency shift not observed in the molecular
limit [16]:

Q−1
VD ≈

3.8µ
√
Eρw


L
t

2

, (89)

and applies again for the double beam resonator andµ = 18.27×10−6 kg/(ms) is themedium viscosity. The viscosity itself
is not dependent on pressure; hence as a function of pressure one expects a transition as described in Refs. [18,141].

The crossover pressure can be determined by equating (88) and (89), which results in P ≈ 0.034/w; at atmospheric
pressure, the molecular regime applies if the resonator beam width w < 350 nm. NEMS devices are often in this size scale
and therefore fall between the two regimes. In a more viscous fluid, the continuummodel applies. But, for lighter gases and
lower pressures, the molecular regime defines the dissipative characteristics of NEMS structures. This crossover regime can
also be characterized by the Knudsen number Kn = lmfp/w ≈ 1 [142]. Equivalently, the relaxation time τg of the medium
will either be greater or smaller than the resonance frequency; in this case, the crossover regime is described when the
Weissenberg number Wi = ωτg ≈ 1 [143]. Dissipation measurements from low to high pressures have been performed
in Refs. [18,88] up to 126 MHz. The crossover from the molecular to the viscous regime is well-documented. At high
pressures, the dissipation is predicted not be pressure-independent as described by Eq. (89). High-frequency structuresmay
deviate from the quasi-steady Stoke’s solution and are described in detail by Bhiladvala and Wang [142]. Experimentally,
the dissipation scales as Q−1

VD ∝
√
P in the continuum limit as observed in Refs. [18,45,88,144]. Although the viscosity is

pressure independent, the dissipation is given by the losses γ divided by the resonance frequency ω. At high pressures, the
added mass that is dragged along by the resonator decreases the resonance frequency and hence increases the observed
dissipation. In addition, the relaxation time τ = µY/P is inversely proportional to the pressure described by the Yakhot
number µY , significant for the crossover regime [143]. The two pressure regimes and the crossover regime are analyzed
by Kokubun et al. [141], albeit for larger quartz structures, and explained by the Boltzmann BGK equation given [143]. For
wide structures, shear wave effects occur and further increase viscous damping [145]. Svitelskiy et al. [144] measured the
dynamical response of ≈10–250 MHz structures over 10 decades of pressure in He, N2, CO2, and liquid CO2.

4.4.3. Squeeze-film damping Q−1
SFD

If the gap size between the resonator and a fixed structure such as the ground becomes small, the resonator will have to
squeeze the medium out of the gap in order to oscillate. This damping can only occur in the continuum limit and is known
as squeeze-film damping, as described by Rebeiz [146]:

Q−1
SFD =

µ

4
√
Eρw


L
t

2 
w

g

3

, (90)
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Fig. 13. Damping in a medium, quality factor as a function of air pressure for various length to thickness ratios. The structure is relatively large with a
width of 25 µm. Solid flat line indicates high pressure damping and dotted line squeeze-film damping. At low pressures, the quality factor saturates as
clamping losses or other pressure-independent dissipation sources dominate.
Source: From [16]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

where g is the gap between the beam and the substrate. (90) is derived from a model based on the drop in pressure of a
fluid flowing between parallel walls. The form is strongly geometry dependent and, for wider structures, can be reduced by
introducing holes in the resonator as described in Ref. [146]. Squeeze-film dissipation is important for wide structures, as
w > g . Most commonly, thismust be taken into account in capacitive-switchMEMS; similarly, for capacitively driven NEMS
structures, the gap is engineered as narrow as possible so that w ≪ g . These structures will suffer most in high-pressure
environments. Applications of this effect for gas sensors is described for lower frequency structures by Andrews et al. [137],
and an overview for squeeze-film damping in MEMS, including various geometries, is given in Ref. [147]. The effects of low
pressure and viscous and squeeze-film damping are depicted in Fig. 13 for a typical silicon doubly-clamped beam.

An interesting result of air damping is that reducing the resonator width reduces dissipation. Generally, the smaller the
structure is, the lower the quality factor becomes (as discussed earlier). In the presence of a medium, however, this may be
reversed, as the smaller structures have less drag [142,88] (see Fig. 14). Yang et al. [148] report very high losses and a large
reduction in the quality factor with increased pressure for longer and wider beams compared to what has been described
here, emphasizing the importance of scale. Ultra-high-quality-factor resonators will be sensitive to molecular dissipation
down to much lower pressures (Pmin ≈ 10−3 Torr in air) as demonstrated in Ref. [25]; this is expected, as the pressure
dependency holds until other dissipation mechanisms, such as intrinsic or clamping losses, dominate. Verbridge et al. [149]
further demonstrate how to optimize the quality factor in NEMS devices at atmospheric pressures by balancing the benefits
of reduced size to reduce air damping and squeeze-filmdamping aswell asminimizing the surface-to-volume ratio to reduce
losses due to surface defects (discussed in Section 5).

5. Intrinsic sources of dissipation

As illustrated in Section 2.2, losses can be included by making the Young’s modulus complex. The loss in energy per
oscillation is given by the complex strain field, analogous to Eq. (2).∆W becomes

∆W = π


V
EIϵ2max(x⃗)dV , (91)

where the difference in Eq. (2) is that the integration is over one period and not time averaged. Combining Eqs. (2), (1), and
(91), one finds a very general expression for the quality factor

Q−1
=

EI
E
. (92)

EI , being the complex component of the Young’s modulus, will depend on material properties, including defects as well as
resonantmodes, and can even have explicit dependence on geometry, for example, when used to describe the thermoelastic
dissipation.

5.1. Thermoelastic dissipation Q−1
TED

Thermoelastic damping is a lossmechanism due to phonon–phonon interactions resulting from the scattering of acoustic
phonons with thermal phonons. This effect is strongest in strain fields resulting from flexural modes, weak in compression
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Fig. 14. (a) Dissipation in ultra-small piezoresistive cantilevers. The crossover from the molecular (solid lines ∝P−1) to viscous damping (frequency and
dotted lines ∝P−

1
2 added by authors) is indicated by the arrows. The crossover pressure is defined by the size of the resonator; these structures’ sizes are

on the same order as the mean free path of air molecules at standard pressure. (Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Science [88],
© (2007)) (b) Spectral density of a silicon cantilever in air and water illustrates the dependency on dissipation and resonance for two different mediums.
Source: Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [58].
© 2006, by the American Physical Society.

modes, and nonexistent in torsionalmodes (althoughHouston et al. [150] point out that all MEMS-resonantmodeswill have
a flexural component, and hence torsional modes and even compression modes can experience thermoelastic losses). Most
dissipation mechanisms presented here have an implicit temperature dependence, as the material properties are generally
temperature dependent and often strongly temperature dependent at low temperatures (the thermal expansion coefficient,
for example, can even change sign, as measured in gallium arsenide [151]; see Ref. [152] for further details on this topic).
Acoustic phonons are coupled to the diffusive thermal phonons through themacroscopic thermal expansion coefficient α =
1
L
∂L
∂T . As will be seen below, thermoelastic dissipation is also explicitly dependent on temperature and vanishes as T → 0.
Here we follow Zener’s derivation of dissipation due to thermoelastic damping in mechanical beam resonators [153,

154]. He showed that under specific conditions, internal friction due to thermodynamical considerations alone can dominate
over all other dissipation sources. This occurswhen the thermodynamic equilibrium cannot be established. Similar to a gas, a
compressed and stretched solid will heat and cool (assuming a positive expansion coefficient). Usually, the time required for
thermalization is greater than the period of the resonance. Transverse excitations create regions of dilation and compression
in close proximity and hence disrupt the thermal equilibrium.

As a result of the heating and the finite thermalization time for real materials, Hooke’s law must be extended to include
the relaxation time of the strain and stress fields, as has been shown in Section 2.3:

σ + τϵω = MR(ϵ + τσω), (93)

where σ is the stress, ϵ the strain, τi the respective relaxation times, andMR the relaxed modulus. This lag results in an out-
of-phase strain and stress field resulting in temperature gradients. As a result of irreversible heat flow, mechanical energy
is extracted out of the actuated mode and dissipated into the phonon bath. Thermoelastic damping is particularly strong in
a flexural mode because the stress and strain fields are both large and spatially close (separated only by the thickness t of
the beam). It is assumed that the heat flow is diffusive, hence the theory only holds if the structure size is greater than the
mean free path of the thermal phonons (lph). Considering that only the stress perpendicular to the excitation, the increase
in energy per volume Ev is given by

dEv = TdS + σdϵ. (94)

Zener [153] derived the thermoelastic dissipation by calculating the time averages of the stress, strain, and temperature;
assuming heat flow through thermal diffusion, no heat flow perpendicular to the surfaces, and fixed boundary conditions,
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Zener obtained

Q−1
thZ =

α2TE
ρCp

ωτth

1 + (ωτth)2
, (95)

where τth =
t2ρCp
π2κ

is the thermal relaxation time. Cp is the heat capacity per unit volume at constant pressure, α the thermal
expansion coefficient, and κ the thermal conductivity. (Alternatively, the thermal diffusion coefficientD =

κ
ρCp

can be used.)
Eq. (95) is of the generic form for dissipation found in Section 2.3.

It is apparent that the relationship between the resonator frequency and thermal relaxation time will determine the
strength of thermoelastic dissipation. At very low frequencies ω ≪ τ−1

th , the heat flow is effectively instantaneous; as no
temperature gradient can be established, this is the isothermal regime and the damping is low. At very high frequencies
ω ≫ τ−1

th , the process is adiabatic; the heat gradient changes so quickly that even though the temperature differences may
be large, they oscillate too fast for a heat transfer to occur. The thermoelastic dissipation is maximized forω = τ−1

th =
π2κ
t2ρCp

,
for which case the phase difference between the strain and the stress is maximized; this is known as the Debye resonance.

Zener’s calculation assumes that all thermoelastic energy dissipation occurs to do a single relaxation time given by the
first mode. Lifshitz et al. [155] showed that for a rectangular beam, there is an analytical solution for small excitation
amplitudes that includes all relaxation-mode timescales. This correction is less than 2%, but their analysis is important,
as they consider thermoelastic damping in NEMS structures, dimensions orders of magnitude smaller than that described
by Zener. The equation of motion for the beam described in Section 2.2 must be modified to include thermoelastic strain:

ρA
∂2Y
∂t2

+
∂2

∂x2


EI
∂2Y
∂x2

+ EαIT


= 0 (96)

where IT =

A yθdA is the thermal contribution to the moment of inertia as a result from the modified Hooke’s law (see

Eq. (93)) and θ is the thermal field. The thermoelastic coupling must be added, which relates θ to the strain of the equation
of motion as described by Ref. [156]. The approximations θ ≪ T and the assumption that thermal gradients along the axis
of deflection dominate further simplify the problem. The dissipation is included through a complex frequency or Young’s
modulus given by

Q−1
=

ℑ(ω)ℜ(ω)

 =

ℑ(E)ℜ(E)

 , (97)

where the imaginary part of the Young’s modulus relates the adiabatic Young’s modulus to the isothermal Young’s
modulus [148].

Lifshitz and Roukes [155] found a resulting equation of motion that only deviates from the form illustrated in 2.2 by a
complex frequency-dependent Young’s modulus Eω . At very low frequencies Eω → E, the isothermal case is retrieved, and
at very high frequencies Eω → Ead, the adiabatic Young’s modulus is obtained. For both extremes, the Young’s modulus is
real and hence there is no thermoelastic dissipation. In between, the complex Young’s modulus defines the dissipation:

Q−1
thL =

α2TE
ρCp


6
η2

−
6
η3

sinh η + sin η
cosh η + cos η


(98)

η = t

ω0

2D
. (99)

This equation holds for a beam that fulfills the Euler–Bernoulli conditions of large aspect ratio L/t and small deflections,
i.e., in the linear regime. It is also assumed that the phonons are diffusive, which holds if the system size is larger than the
mean free path of the thermal phonons, resulting in the t2/D dependence. For smaller structures, phonon transport becomes
ballistic and thermoelastic dissipation should scale as t/v, where v is the phonon velocity. A further analysis of deflection
amplitude is given in Ref. [157] following the same framework. Thermoelastic damping has been verified in a large range of
structures over a very wide range of frequencies well over 1 MHz [158]. Houston et al. [159] consider the scaling properties
of thermoelastic damping. In agreement with Ref. [155], it is shown that ωτth ∝ l, where l is the length scale, and hence
thermoelastic damping will reduce with the system size. Nevertheless, depending on specific aspect ratios, it is possible
that thermoelastic damping contributes significantly down to the nano-scale. (It is predicted in Ref. [150] that thermoelas-
tic dissipation may be detected for specific structures with dimensions as small as 50 nm.) To date, the smallest structures
in which thermoelastic damping has been confirmed as a dominant source of dissipation are in the thickness range on the
order of 1–2µm [160,161,152] and even at thicknesses as small as 500 nm for short beam lengths of 6µm [148]. The inabil-
ity to measure thermoelastic dissipation down to even smaller sizes comes from the increased dissipation due to surface
effects as the surface-to-volume ratio increases, as is discussed below. Improvements in resonator design and fabrication,
including annealing and high tensile strain resonatorsmay reduce the significance of surface effects and allow thermoelastic
dissipation to dominate in nanoscale structures (see Fig. 15).
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To generalize thermoelastic damping to include othermode shapes, Zener’s equation (95) must bemodified by including
a prefactor that accounts for the size of the flexural strain field. This is described by [162] for large platemodes; the approach,
however, applies to a large range of geometries and mode shapes. Much more complicated structures and modes can be
calculated numerically using finite element simulations and the heat transfer equation

D∇
2T =

∂T
∂t

+
EαT0

(1 − 2ν)Cv

∂ϵ

∂t
, (100)

where ν is Poisson’s ratio, which couples heat with the strain field, as has for example been done in Ref. [163] for ring
structures; Ref. [164] for MEMS mirrors; Ref. [165] for complex beam resonators; and Ref. [166] over a large thickness
range, with good agreement with the analytical solutions. The preceding analysis assumed no surface stress or strain as a
boundary condition. Especially as the surface-to-volume ratio increases, this approximationmay not be valid. This situation
is considered by Ru [167] for nanowires. It is shown that for isothermal surface conditions surface stress becomes significant
when calculating thermoelastic dissipation, while under specific conditions, surface stress can reduce thermoelastic
dissipation by 50%. Such thermoelastic limited quality factors in high strain resonators have beendemonstrated byVerbridge
et al. [23,25]. A more general discussion of the relation of strain and dissipation is given in Section 7.1.

Fig. 16 illustrates the main results for thermoelastic dissipation comparing different materials with theory and exper-
iments. Table 3 gives numerical values for thermoelastic dissipation for silicon and diamond for various beam sizes. This
framework can be used to determine themaximum sensitivity of a device, as has been done for force detection in Ref. [152].
Duwel et al. [168] describe how, in the case of a MEMS gyroscope, thermoelastic dissipation can set the sensitivity limit.
Through careful engineering of the geometry and choice of materials, the resonance frequency can be moved away from
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Table 3
Typical numbers for thermoelastic dissipation in silicon and diamond
resonators.

L, t, w (µm) f0 (MHz) fT (MHz) QTED 300 K

Si 100, 1, 1 0.74 273 × 103 1015

Si 10, 0.5, 0.5 37.0 1.1 × 106 1017

Si 2, 0.2, 0.2 396.6 6.8 × 106 1019

NCD 100, 1, 1 1.78 628 × 103 1015

NCD 10, 0.5, 0.5 89.2 2.5 × 106 1018

NCD 2, 0.2, 0.2 892 16 × 106 1019

a b

c d

Fig. 16. Zener model of thermoelastic dissipation. (a) Q−1
TED as a function of beam thickness for three different length scales, (b) Q−1

TED as a function of beam
lengths for three different thicknesses, (c) beam thickness that maximizes thermal dissipation at 300 K as a function of length, (d) Q−1

TED for silicon at four
different temperatures and constant thickness.

the Debye peak to minimize the intrinsic dissipation. A more detailed background, including results for larger structures,
various clamping scenarios, and a comparison with air damping, is given in Ref. [169].

So far only rectangular cross-sections have been considered. Tunvir, Ru and Mioduchowski [170] present a theoretical
discussion of thermoelastic dissipation. It is predicted that in the nano tomicron scale, there is a crossoverwhere rectangular
structures suffer from thermoelastic dissipation at high frequencies and should hence be utilized at for low frequencymodes.
Elliptical and triangular cross sections tend to show the reverse where high frequencies are less prone to thermoelastic
dissipation. It is also argued that isothermal surfaces result in lower dissipation than adiabatic ones, where isothermal
surfaces are of constant temperature and adiabatic surfaces are defined by a normal temperature gradient that vanishes
at the surface.

5.2. Surface losses Q−1
SL

As the resonators become thinner (or narrower), the surface-to-volume ratio grows (S/V ∼=
2(Lw+Lt)

Lwt = 2( 1
w

+
1
t )),

where the doubly-clamped beam has no ends and the cantilever’s end can be neglected. Eventually, the surface properties
start to play a significant role in the dissipation, and the bulk properties no longer dominate. The surface contains a large
amount of defects, due to the abrupt lattice termination as well as surface impurities. Free dangling bonds, absorbates, and
crystal termination defects contribute significantly to damping in thin-beam resonators through forming additional energy
reservoirs and/or mediating anharmonic mode coupling [111].

Following Refs. [153,161], it is assumed that the surface Young’s modulus ES
→ ES

+ iES
I differs from that of the bulk,

precisely due to the defects, and can be used to characterize the material up to a skin depth δ. The total energy calculated
in Eq. (2) will not be affected as long as t, w ≫ δ; however, the dissipation and hence∆W may be. Eq. (32) becomes

∆WS = π


V
ES
I ϵ

2
max(x⃗)dVS, (101)

where now the integral runs only over the surface layer VS . Plugging in ϵ for the cantilever, one finds
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∆WS = πδES
I


w +

t
2

 L

0
ϵ2m(x)dx. (102)

δ is the thickness of the surface layer where ES
I is defined, analogous to a skin depth. The resulting dissipation takes the form

Q−1
SL =

2δ(3w + t)
wt

ES
I

E
, (103)

where the results for the doubly-clamped beam are identical, as this structure only differs from the cantilever in ϵ(x), which
cancels out. As can easily be seen for very thin beams (t ≪ w), the dissipation becomes proportional to δ

t . The parameters
δ and ES

I are theoretically difficult to predict, typically making δE2
S an experimental parameter. The surface effects can be

observed and quantified experimentally by changing the resonator geometry, such as t orw [161,171]. Alternatively, surface
treatments such as high-temperature annealing, which removes absorbates and releases strain as described in Refs. [172,
171,161,173], or chemical treatments [171,173,161,174] have proven to have significant effects on the quality factor, and
improvements of over one order of magnitude have been reported. Silicon, for example, has two dangling bonds that will
react with oxygen when exposed to the atmosphere; treatment with atomic hydrogen can reduce oxidation and signifi-
cantly lower dissipation [148]. Both chemical and heat treatment for silicon cantilevers of various thicknesses and lengths
are discussed by Yang et al. [171], including a discussion on the type of dangling bonds that affect surface losses.

Typically, the thickness is given by the initial thin filmwafer fromwhich the resonator ismanufactured. For very thin long
beams, surface dissipation is maximized and dominates as the length is reduced until clamping losses increase sharply. This
crossover has been observed at lengths of ≈30 µm for 170 nm thick and 4–6 µm wide cantilevers [171]. The significance
of the surface over the bulk material is discussed by Wang et al. [174], who note that for a 250 nm thick silicon resonator,
the surface monolayer makes up only ≈0.07% of the mass but can effect the quality factor by 60%, depending on surface
treatment. Studying hydrogen and alkyl-monolayers, they conclude that the mechanical properties do not determine the
surface dissipation contribution and suggest that the surface defect density determines surface losses. Further studies con-
firmed the hypothesis that surface loss is dominated by the coupling of the strain field to electrically active surface defects
that occur at the interface of the bulk and surface of the resonator [175]. It is estimated that a very low number of these de-
fects, on the order of 103, may account for a large fraction of the mechanical dissipation. For chemical and biological sensing
applications, resonator surfaces are functionalized to become reactive to a givenmolecule. Removing oxide termination im-
proves the quality factor; it has been known for some time that passivating with thermal oxide through heat treatment also
significantly reduces surface loss. This illustrates that the chemical oxidation adds defects, but careful heat treatment will
reduce defects [176]. Hence, it is intuitively clear that the chemical etch processes occurring during the fabrication process
significantly affect the final dissipationmeasured; Ref. [51] discusses the effect of Ar+ damage in a doubly-clamped piezore-
sistive mass sensor. The functionalization itself (and possibly also the subsequent surface reactions) will significantly alter
the resonator losses. The exposure to air and resulting chemical surface reactions have been studied for silicon in detail [177].

The surface area will increase with surface roughness adding to the dissipation. In single crystal silicon or gallium ar-
senide, surface roughness is generally not an issue. However, NEMS are now readily manufactured from exotic materials,
such as nanocrystalline diamond or silicon carbide. The growth processes for these materials have yet to be optimized, and
considerable surface roughness (2–10 nm for SiC and even higher for NCD) is not uncommon. The greater surface area leads
to increased dissipation, as is indicated in Ref. [178] for SiC large aspect-ratio resonators. It is also estimated that the length-
independent dissipation of doubly-clamped NCD resonators can be explained by surface losses [33]. The lack of control,
common in CVD growth for crystalline diamond, results in a large variation of surface defects from sample to sample. Single
crystal diamond drum resonators have been reported [179]. It is believed that surface losses dominate the dissipationmech-
anisms at temperatures above ≈60 K. Their contribution falls off at lower temperatures and eventually clamping losses are
believed to dominate. Surface losses at high temperatures and a mechanical defect dissipation peak at ≈50 K has also been
observed in SCD MEMS scale resonators [180], in agreement with the Debye temperature for diamond of nano-crystalline
diamond found by Hutchinson et al. [109]. A recent study of high tensile-strain silicon-nitride resonators [37] indicates that
a broad spectrum of defects may explain the dominant dissipative source. Although changes in the manufacturing process
indicate that surface defects may be the cause, it is difficult to distinguish between surface and bulk defects.

Measurements of nanowires (made from single-crystal silicon [181] and platinum [182]), which have extremely large
surface-to-volume ratios, illustrate that surface losses dominate as expected and increase with the surface-to-volume ratio,
resulting in quality factors much lower than predicted, if only bulk properties and clamping losses were to be considered.
This illustrates how the attempt to evade clamping losses by increasing the resonator’s aspect ratio (typically extremely
large for nanowires) inevitably increases the surface-to-volume ratio as well, and thus imposes a new limit on the quality
factor. Ultimately, CNT and graphene structures have the largest surface-to-volume ratio; however, their two-dimensional
structures justify further consideration. Though surface losses can dominate it is still possible to obtain high quality factors
in silicon nanowires at low temperatures [53].

5.3. Dissipation due to mechanical defects Q−1
MD

Whereas a perfect crystal loses mechanical energy through mechanisms such as thermoelastic damping, most real
structures have measured quality factors much below this ideal limit. As discussed in the previous section, this can be
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Fig. 17. Temperature dependence of dissipation due to mechanical defects for a 10 MHz resonator. Continuum of defects of equal weight with activation
energies ranging from 0 to 1 eV. A single defect with activation energy of 0.02 eV is selected to contribute more, resulting in a Debye peak at ≈35 K. The
Q−1
MD ∝ T 0.2 depicts the dependency commonly measured in NEMS devices for this temperature range. Attempt frequency τ−1

MD0 = 10 GHz Inset: single
defect with activation energy V = 0.02 eV.

explained by crystal defects. As described byGreenberg et al. [66],many defects, such as substitutional impurities, interstitial
motion, and grain-boundary sliding, just to name a few, contribute to dissipation, as the defects reconfigure between
equilibrium and metastable states in the dynamic strain field. The activation energy and relaxation time of these defects
characterize the on-resonance dissipation in the same form as found for thermoelastic losses. In this model, an impurity has
two metastable states from which it can switch back and fourth. The switching barrier is associated with a specific energy,
which appears as a peak in the dissipation at a characteristic temperature (thermal-activation peak or Debye peak). The
mechanical-defect dissipation can be written as

Q−1
MD = σ

ωτMD

1 + (ωτMD)2
(104)

τ−1
MD = τ−1

MD0 exp


−
EA
kBT


, (105)

where σ is a unitless constant related to the defect density and τMD is the defect relaxation time. Assuming atomicmotion of
the defects, the relaxation timewill follow theArrhenius relation; this relationship has beendemonstrated inNCD resonators
by Hutchinson et al. [109] (see Fig. 18). τMD0 ≈ 10−13 s is the characteristic atomic vibration period (τ−1 is the attempt
frequency) and EA is the activation energy of the defect, typically on the order of 0.01–3 eV, corresponding to the self-
diffusion energy of the defect. As for thermoelastic damping, dissipation is maximized whenωτMD = 1, resulting in a Debye
peak. This frequency-dependent dissipation peak in temperature has been observed in a number of NEMS structures and
materials; some are summarized in Table 4. TheDebye temperature ismode shape independent and is observed in flexural as
well as torsion modes. Common defects have been identified, such as the hydrogen-sorption-related defect known to occur
in silicon near the surface [183]. More generally, a material may have a wide spectrum of defects, each with a different
activation energy and relaxation time. Hence, a sharp Debye peak is not always detected [111]. Assuming a continuum of
defects, all contributing equally, dissipation becomes

Q−1
MD = σN


EA

ωτMD0 exp


EA
kBT


1 +


ωτMD0 exp


EA
kBT

2
∝ T , (106)

where the sum runs over all defects of energy EA and σN is a normalization factor. (Here, it is assumed that the defect
density is temperature independent. Strictly, this is not true due to thermal expansion and interactions [184].) For an
attempt frequency of 10 GHz and resonator frequency of 10 MHz, energies of ≈0.01–1 eV contribute in the temperature
range considered here.

The temperature dependence of a single defect and a continuum of defects are illustrated in Fig. 17. Apart from the
characteristic Debye peak caused by a dominating species of defects, NEMS devices show a power law in temperature-
dependent dissipation in the 10–300 K range of the formQ−1

∝ Tα [183,18,109,111]. If the density of defects is independent
of defect energy, then α = 1 is predicted (see Eq. (106)). Mohanty et al. [18] have approximately measured this dependence
but as illustrated in Table 4, α ≈ 0.2–0.3 has been observed for a wide range of resonator frequencies and materials. α
can be reduced by increasing the density of low-activation energy defects compared to higher-energy defect densities.
Czaplewski et al. [66] have measured the relative defect concentration in amorphous carbon resonators and found only a
weak dependence on activation energy, where the density varied by less than 50% for an EA ≈ 0.35–0.6 eV range (decreasing
density for increasing activation energy). Where it is possible to introduce a defect density distribution that will result in
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a

b

Fig. 18. Examples of mechanical damping and the Debye peak of resonators measured at low temperatures. (a) Polycrystalline diamond doubly-clamped
resonators over a wide frequency span. Debye peak is indicated by arrows; dotted line shows the power law Q−1

∝ T 0.2 . Inset depicts Arrhenius plot
following the ln(f ) ∝ −1/T dependence. (Reprinted with permission from [109]. © 2004, AIP Publishing LLC.) (b) Temperature sweep of silicon and
gallium-arsenide resonators showing stronger temperature dependence; red lines indicate power laws added by authors.
Source: Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [18].
© 2002, by the American Physical Society.

a Q−1
∝ T 0.2–0.3 dependence, a theoretical justification or model is still missing in the literature. For amorphous solids

or glassy materials, Ref. [185] describes the dissipation as the result of thermal transition in an asymmetric double-well
potential. The high surface-to-volume ratio of NEMS resulting in a large defect densitymeans that even crystallinematerials
can behave like glassymaterials. This is discussed in full in the next section. Herewe consider Eq. (106) tuned to this double-
well scenario, as has been done by Topp and Cahill [184]

Q−1
DW =

γ 2

kBTCii


∞

0


∞

0

ωτ

1 + (ωτ)2
sech2


∆

2kBT


f (∆)g(V )d∆dEA

≈
πγ 2f0
Cii

g(EA)kBT , (107)

where EA is now the barrier height, γ is the coupling constant of the defect with the strain field, and Cii is the elastic constant.
g(V ) and f (∆) are the distribution functions of the barrier height and asymmetry energy, respectively. The final expression
is the result for glassy materials for which f (∆) = f0 can be considered constant and g is a smooth, slowly varying function.
The variation in dissipation in different materials is explained by variations in g and f , which are material dependent.

The activation energy measured through the Debye peak characterizes the type of defect. For example, vacancy self-
diffusion and self-interstitial diffusion energies in tetrahedral carbon are 2.3 eV [186] and 1.3 eV [187], respectively. (A full
discussion on defects and their activation energy for diamond is given by Ref. [187].) Lower activations, such as the 0.05
eV in amorphous SiO, are attributed to hopping of oxygen atoms between almost degenerate equilibrium positions [188].
Both silicon and gallium arsenide are know to have defects with energy characteristics in the 6–100 K range. A complete
discussion of types of defects and associated activation energies is given in Ref. [36]. A range of examples and calculations
are given for point defects and Zener, Snoek, dislocation, and boundary relaxation, as well as electronic related dissipation
phenomena. In NEMS, which are often far from ideal materials, the type of defect that contributes is difficult to determine;
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Fig. 19. (a) Example of TLS in a quartz glass. (Reprinted from Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids Vol 20 3, J. Jäckle, L. Piché, W. Arnold, S. Hunklinger, Elastic
effects of structural relaxation in glasses at low temperatures [191],© 1976, with permission from Elsevier.) (b) Example of TLS energy landscape, V is the
tunneling barrier height. (Anomalous low-temperature thermal properties of glasses and spin glasses [190], P. W. Anderson, B. I. Halperin, C. M. Varma,
Philosophical Magazine, 1972 Taylor & Francis, reprinted by permission of the publisher (Taylor & Francis Ltd, http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals), color
annotation added by authors.)

Table 4
Debyepeaks observed inMEMSandNEMS from a [18], b [183], c [111], d [109]. The last column
illustrates the general temperature dependence Q−1

∝ Tα for T ≈ {10 K−100, 300 K}.

Material f0 (MHz) TD (K) EA(eV) α

Sia 12.4 45 0.06 ≈0.5
Sia 4.7 40 0.06 ≈0.5
Sib 2.3–6.6 160–190 0.25–0.5
Sib 5.6–9.6 150–200 0.2–0.3
GaAsa 1.02 30 0.05 0.25
GaAsa 13 50 0.07 ≈0.67
3C-SiCc 482 0.3
NCDd 13.7–157 35–55 0.02 0.2

often, only the general behavior can be determined. As discussed by Czaplewski et al. [66], other amorphous materials will
have similar types of defects and associated energies. As the system size is reduced and the surface-to-volume ratio grows,
the relative number of defects will grow as discussed above. Eventually, even crystalline structures behave like amorphous
solids, often called glassy due to the large surface area. Liu et al. [189] illustrate how increased doping increases dissipation
in diamond-like carbon films. In addition, annealing releases stress and further increases the quality factor by reducing the
structure disorder. The thermal activation temperature is typically on the order of 10K andhigher, belowwhich no thermally
activated transitions are possible and the dissipation becomes temperature independent. As the temperature drops to the
sub-kelvin scale, only the ground state and almost degenerate excited states are active, where now transitions occur. This
phenomenon, described in the next section, is of fundamental interest and has been studied at depth in thin films as well as
NEMS resonators.

5.4. Quantum dissipation Q−1
QD

Anderson, Halperin and Varma [190] proposed a model, now known as the Standard Tunneling Model of Two-Level Sys-
tems, that describes thermal properties of glasses, including specific heat, thermal conductivity, and internal friction. The
model assumes that glasses contain a finite number of atoms (or groups of atoms and defects) that occupy and almost de-
generate ground state. These form a statistical distribution of localized tunneling states. These almost degenerate states can
transition from one to the other by phonon-assisted tunneling, either emitting or absorbing a phonon to conserve energy in
the process. This section introduces the Two Level Systems (TLS) model and discusses its role and limitations when applied
to NEMS devices.

5.4.1. Standard tunneling model of two-level systems
At low temperatures, the atoms in a glassmay relax into an almost degenerate ground state, as illustrated in Fig. 19,where

the energy boundary V ≫ kBT forbids thermal transitions from one local minimum into the other. Quantummechanically,
however, the atoms or groups of atoms can tunnel through the barrier, emitting or absorbing a phonon in the process. The
tunneling probability and rate depends not on the absolute energy of the two states but rather the energy difference∆ and
the off diagonal tunneling barrier∆1 (also known as the splitting energy). This type of two-state model with weak coupling
is described quantum mechanically by a perturbative Hamiltonian

H = H0 + H1

http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals
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∆1 0


(108)

where the zero energy level is set to the center of each well. TLS move in an asymmetric double-well potential with asym-
metry∆ and splitting energy∆1 ≈ 10−4 eV, which is on the order of the thermal energy at 1 K. A common characteristic of
these models is the splitting into two energy regimes. At low temperatures, there is resonant absorption of the TLS, and at
high temperatures, the TLS phononsmodulate the asymmetry. In glassymaterials, there is a continuous distribution of split-
ting energies (P̄(∆,∆1) =

P0
∆1

), and the number density of two-level systems is assumed to grow linearly with temperature.
Where the density of states with small energy difference may be large, the number of systems that are of low-enough mass
and sufficiently close in space to allow for quantum tunneling may be relatively low. Still, such systems dominate thermal
properties at low temperatures.

As for the thermally activated defects and the thermoelastic dissipation described previously, the TLS are characterized
by a relaxation time defined through the tunneling timescale. At very low temperatures, the relaxation rate τ−1

≪ ω is
small compared to the applied strain frequency (in this case, the resonance of the beam); the defects do not reach the ther-
modynamic equilibrium state. At higher temperatures, the relaxation rate is much faster than the changes in the strain field,
and the thermodynamic equilibrium is established. The corresponding dissipation regimes take the form [184]

Q−1
TLS =

π

96
Cl,t


T
Tco

3

T ≪ Tco

Q−1
TLS =

π

2
Cl,t T ≫ Tco, (109)

where Cl,t =
P̄γ 2

l,t
ρv2l,t

is the tunneling strength for longitudinal and transverse vibration modes (P̄ is the spectral density of

tunneling states) and Tco is the characteristic temperature defined at which themaximum relaxation rate equals the angular
frequency of the resonator (τ−1

= ω).
A corresponding shift in the sound velocity (or resonance frequency) is predicted

δv

v0 TLS
=
v − v0

v0
= C ln T T ≪ Tco

δv

v0 TLS
=
v − v0

v0
= −

C
2
ln T T ≫ Tco, (110)

where v0 is the sound velocity at a fixed temperature, typically the lowest temperature measured. A complete discussion of
the standard TLS tunneling model is given by Esquinazi [192].

5.4.2. Variations on the standard tunneling model
Glasses are defined here as materials with a broad distribution of defect energies and corresponding splitting energies

and barrier heights. Perfect crystals will not fulfill this criteria, but as discusses above, nanocrystal structures with large
surface-to-volume ratios have a correspondingly large surface defect density, where the defects act like two-level systems
at sufficiently low temperatures, explaining the glassy behavior in crystalline materials. Extensive experiments have been
conducted on the dissipation in thin films of both amorphous solids [193,194,133,184,192]; metals [195,192,131,196,197];
and crystalline structures [135,184,192] for temperatures ranging from 102 down to 10−3 K [198]; a review on the dynamics
of two-level systems is given by Leggett et al. [199]. Where at higher temperatures large variation in behavior and dissipa-
tion values are recorded, there is an observed universality in amorphous and crystalline structures at low temperatures,
where the tunneling model of two-level systems applies. Most of these experiments have been conducted at relatively low
frequencies and not in NEMS devices. In this section, we discuss some of the results and interpretations that are then applied
to NEMS devices in the following section.

Harrington et al. [200] reported TLS in NEMS gallium nitride torsional resonators and Mohanty et al. [18] describe the
effect of two-level systems in a crystal, where only a single defect species is considered. This means only one value of∆ and
V is included in themodel. Using Fermi’s golden rule, the single phonon relaxation rate of the excited TLS can be determined.
As before, the dynamic response falls into a low-temperature range defined by kBT ≪ ∆ when resonant absorption inter-
actions between an acoustic phonon and the TLS results in an absorption of a phonon of energy h̄ω = ∆. If the TLS is in the
higher energy level, the phonon will induce a stimulated emission of a phonon of energy h̄ω = ∆. At higher temperatures,
relaxation absorption dominates as the strain field modulates the asymmetry energy and the thermodynamic equilibrium
is established. The dissipation for a single defect in a crystalline material becomes

Q−1
TMC =

c
kBT

e−
2∆
kBT T ≪ Tco (111)

=
d
T 2
, T ≫ Tco (112)
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where c =
2nγ 3

0 ω

ρv2(ω2
0+γ 2

0 )
and d =

ω

k2Bγ0
. Correspondingly, the frequency shift takes the form

δf
f0 TMC

=
nγ 2

0

ρv2∆
T ≪ Tco (113)

=
nγ 2

0

2ρv2kBT
, T ≫ Tco. (114)

The exponential decrease in dissipation has not been observed; instead, for sub-kelvin temperatures (T < 100 mK), the
dissipation appears to saturate at a finite value [110]. A less constrained model than the single crystal described above,
but still more rigidly defined than the standard model is proposed by Gilroy and Phillips [185,193]. Specifically for crystals
with defects at very low temperatures [201], the density of defect states is a Gaussian (or an exponential) function of the
asymmetry energy of an asymmetric double-well potential with a fixed splitting energy V , so that P̄(∆) ∝ exp(−∆2/2∆2

1)
with an experimentally defined width∆1. In agreement with the standard glass model, the frequency shift is logarithmic in
both temperature ranges above and below Tco, with a change in sign of the slope. Dissipation follows a linear dependence
on temperature and saturation at higher temperatures.

To describe the large phenomenology observed in experiments, other models have been proposed, including the soft
potential model (SPM) [202,203] that assumes a quartic potential and constant density of states for each mode, based
on localized low-frequency elastic waves. The SPM is successful in explaining low-temperature thermal conductivity and
predicts aQ−1

∝ T
3
4 dissipation lawwith low-temperature saturation. In the soft potentialmodel, the low energy excitation

potential takes the form

VSPM(x) = W

D1

 x
d


+ D2

 x
d

2
+

 x
d

4
, (115)

where W ,D1 and D2 define the double-well potential. The density of states is a Gaussian of the form P(D1,D2) = Ps exp
−0.169D2

1(W/kBTg)
3
2


, where Tg is the freezing temperature of the glass. The D1 parameter introduces the asymmetry

originating from frozen static thermal strain.D1 values show a Gaussian distribution.D2 values have a cutoff at kBTg/2 [202].
The potential well differs for each localized mode and TLS.

5.4.3. TLS in NEMS
Models specifically applied to tunneling states in TLS have been proposed by Seoanez et al. [40] to include the effect of

finite size constraints and the large surface-to-volume ratio. They illustrate how the oscillating strain field pumps the TLS
out of their equilibrium states. Two mechanisms of dissipations are identified; the modulated strain fields combined with
the finite relaxation time prevents the TLS from establishing a thermodynamic equilibrium and thereby pumps energy out
of the strain field, a relaxation absorption mechanism. At lower temperatures, sub-ohmic damping is described through the
coupling of the asymmetrical TLS to the ensemble of vibration modes through the strain field through resonant absorption.
In addition, most NEMS structures are a composite of multiple materials, such as a dielectric device layer and a conductive
surface. Coupling to electronic degrees of freedom sets a lower limit on the dissipation; however, this limit is far below
typically measured NEMS devices, even at sub-kelvin temperatures. Mohanty et al. [204] propose that at low temperatures,
quantum-mechanical tunneling of two-level systems at high frequency adds dissipation through phonon pumping. This dis-
sipation would only be weakly temperature-dependent and dominate at very low temperatures. Superradiance-enhanced
dissipation by collective relaxation may add to dissipation when the structure size is the same order as the phonon wave-
length. When including nonlinear behavior, the TLS phonon-emission theory results in a non-vanishing contribution to the
dissipation at zero temperature. This is the result of enhanced phonon emission due to superradiance (SR), resulting in the
dissipation at zero temperature of

Q−1
SR ∝

1
ωτ ∗

ϵ

nγ 2

ρv2
T = 0 (116)

where τ ∗
ϵ is the renormalized relaxation time per TLS and n the number of TLS per unit volume. This model agrees phe-

nomenologically with the observed saturation of the dissipation of low temperatures; however, it has not been fitted to
NEMS resonators thus far.

At ultra-low temperatures (<10mK) interacting TLSmust be included in an interactionmodel, as has been demonstrated
by Fefferman et al. [198] for low frequencies. An increase in dissipation has also been demonstrated with the onset of
superconductivity. This has attributed to interaction TLS that result in a stain-dependent and hence nonlinear dissipative
mechanism described in Ref. [205].

The dissipationmechanisms anddependencies at ultra-low temperatures is of significant importance. As the temperature
is lowered higher frequency resonators, the thermal energy eventually drops below the quantum energy of an oscillator
(kBT < h̄ω). As discussed above, the direct observation and manipulation of a macroscopic quantum oscillator has been
the focus of a large number of theoretical and experimental studies. NEMS experiments on the sub-kelvin temperature
dependency of dissipation are, however, relatively rare.
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a b
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Fig. 20. TLS in NEMS. (a) Q−1
− T dependence for three resonance frequencies at 3 T. We measure Q−1

∝ Tα , where α ≈
1
3 . Below 100 mK dissipation

saturates. Inset: Dissipation–frequency relation at 6 and 3 T, including fits formagnetomotive damping (Q−1
MMD ∝ f

−
3
2

0 ) and clamping loss (Q−1
CL ∝ f

1
2

0 ). TMC is
the mixing chamber temperature. (b) δf /f0 − T dependence, f0 is the resonance frequency at 35 mK. Below and above a characteristic temperature T�

(T� = Tco in this manuscript), the shift is logarithmic as predicted by TLS models. The inset depicts the slopes of δf /f0 and f −1
0 fit for low (up triangles)

and high (down triangles) temperature regimes. (c) Normalized dissipation Q−1/Q−1
Tco for UNCD, Si [110], and GaAs [95] for frequencies ranging from 5 to

45 MHz. The temperature has been scaled to Tco (see panel (b)). The black dotted line represents a slope of 1
3 , alluding to the same power law for all three

materials. The other slopes represent predictions of various TLS models. (d) (δf /f0)N vs. T/Tco . f0 is the frequency measured at 0.1 Tco . The curves collapse
if the ratio s2/s1 is the same. The dashed lines illustrate four s2

s1
ratios. s2

s1
= −0.5 and s2

s1
= −1 depicts the predictions of the TLS standard tunneling

model [192] and the Phillips model [193] respectively.
Source: Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [34].
© 2009, by the American Physical Society.

Zolfagharkhani et al. [110] identified TLS in single crystal silicon in doubly-clamped MHz resonators. The characteristic
frequency shift and dissipation power law agree qualitatively with TLSmodels; however, exact fits to experiments were not
made. Using the magnetomotive actuation-and-detection technique, a weaker than expected dependence on temperature
was found for the dissipation of Q−1

∝ T 0.36. The logarithmic frequency shift at the lowest temperatures indicated resonant
absorption of TLS with a broad distribution of energy states corresponding to glassy or disordered crystalline materials.
Surprisingly similar results have been measured in gallium-arsenide samples [95] where the dissipation dependence on
temperature was determined to be Q−1

∝ T 0.32.
Imboden et al. [34] measured the low-temperature dynamics of ultra- nano-crystalline diamond structures over a wide

frequency range. The data are compared directlywith the experiments in silicon and gallium arsenide by appropriate scaling
to the crossover temperature Tco. The dissipation power law Q−1

∝ T
1
3 appears to be universal for all materials, a surprising

result considering how different single-crystal silicon is to a practically amorphous sp3 carbon material. It is proposed that
the response variation in the frequency shift (characterized by the ratio of the slope s2

s1
below and above the characteristic

temperature Tco) may be explained by universality classes, that differ by the spectrum of density of states. Analogous to
the proposals of Phillips [193], where changing the density of states from flat to a Gaussian changed the slope ratio from
−

1
2 to −1. Where silicon and UNCD have a slope ratio of −2, gallium arsenide shows an even stronger crossover from the

resonant to the relaxation regimes with s2
s1

≈ −4. These results are depicted in Fig. 20. A corresponding density-of-states
distribution has not been identified. As pointed out in Ref. [184], the universal behavior at low temperature in amorphous
solids and disordered crystals is not reproduced at higher temperatures, indicating that the TLS are not the low-energy tail
of the mechanical defects that dominate at higher temperatures that are discussed in the previous section.

A more recent study of gold doubly-clamped nanobeams by Venkatesan et al. [112] demonstrated the dominance of TLS
in a purelymetallic structure. Again, the temperature dependenceQ−1

∝ T 0.5 was lower than predicted bymost TLSmodels
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Table 5
Summary of behavior for glass, single crystal, and Phillips model concerning dissipation and frequency shift.
C =

n0D2

ρv2
, a =

pi3CM2

24v2ρ h̄4 ω
, b =

2CωD
ω2
0+D2 , and d =

ω

k2BD
, where n0 is the density of states, D the deformation

potential, v the sound velocity, E the energy of the TLS [110]. (Note: For the experiment column the value of
Tco differs for δf /f0 and Q−1 .)
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but higher than observed in Si, GaAs, and UNCD. It is postulated that the effects of size constraints [40] as well as tension
may shift the density of states of the TLS and hence modify the low-temperature dynamical response. Hoehne et al. [197]
conducted similar measurements in polycrystalline aluminum NEMS structures, where the frequency shift shows again
logarithmic behavior and the dissipation scales linearly in the low-temperature regime, followed by a weaker dependence
at higher temperatures. The proposed explanation is a one-dimensional phonon mode model with a constant density of
states. The results for the dissipation and frequency shift due to TLS are summarized in Table 5. Single crystal diamond (SCD)
resonators have been reportedwith low temperature quality factors as highQ = 5.9×106, aswell as the strong temperature
dependency ofQ−1

∝ T 1.6. The results for single crystal diamond are very promising for the next generation of NEMSdevices
the structures presented in Ref. [206] are significantly larger and hence orders of magnitude lower in frequency compared
to most resonators discussed here. It will have to be seen if the low dissipation in single crystal diamond is maintained
as resonant frequency is raised from order 104 to 107 and beyond. While no model seems capable of reproducing the rich
behavior observed in experiments, the power law appears to be a universal phenomenon for a whole class of crystal and
polycrystalline structures, calling for a search of a theoretical explanation. The interpretation of the saturation at very low
temperatures is still open to debate.

Fig. 21 depicts the crossover temperature from the resonant absorption to the relaxation absorption regimes for a very
wide range of frequencies in a range of materials. Over six orders of magnitude in frequency Tco ∝ f 0.290 dependence is
observed. This deviates remarkably little from the predicted T

1
3 scaling relation in the standard tunneling model [185,135],

as illustrated by the dotted line. As this power law holds up over such a wide range (and also reasonably well within each
data group), it does not seem far fetched that a universal underlying mechanism is at play.

6. Dissipation in carbon materials

Top-down fabrication methods, such as e-beam lithography, allow for a high level of control of device geometry and can
reduce device dimensions down to the range of tens of nanometers. The ultimate miniaturization is, however, achieved by
manufacturing resonators out of carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphene sheets directly, where resonators of single atomic
thicknesses are now possible. CNT and graphene show extraordinary electrical and mechanical properties (see Table 1).
There has been a dramatic amount of research in turning these novel materials into resonant structures. Experiments show
promising results in expanding the observed parameter space; however, for flexural mode resonators the quality factors
of these novel devices have typically been disappointing and offer a serious limit to performance and sensitivity. A full
discussion would merit its own review on this subject; this chapter summarizes some of the current experiments and
discusses possible sources of the dominant dissipation mechanisms. In this article, diamond structures have been discussed
in full; the following will focus on CNT and graphene structures.

6.1. Carbon nanotubes

Tunable CNT resonators have been reported in 2004 by Sazonova et al. [47], who managed to suspend single- and multi-
walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT and MWCNT) over an electronic gate and actuate them through capacitive coupling. The
motion was detected through the induced strain, which altered the current flowing through the CNT from a source to a
ground electrode (analogous to the piezoresistive detection method). By mixing the drive-and-detection signal, a high-
frequency mode can be observed at low frequencies. Varying the gate voltage causes significant shifts in the resonance
frequency and hence allows the resonator to be tuned, but the gate voltage also contributes to dissipative effects. Later
experiments demonstrated the extraordinary properties of CNT resonators, such as mass sensing down to the order of
10−24 kg [28]; frequencies over a gigahertz at room temperature and pressure [26]; and the smallest radio receiver ever
built [213,214]. An example of a freely standing doubly-clamped CNT resonator is depicted in Fig. 22. Typical quality
factors are considerably lower for CNT compared to the slightly larger resonators described in previous sections and
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Fig. 21. Characteristic temperature Tco plotted vs. frequency derived from sound velocity and mechanical measurements for a large range of materials
and resonators. Below 100 kHz Tco lies in the 50–200 mK range, where above the 10 MHz Tco ranges from 600 mK to 4 K for ≈1 GHz frequencies. The
dependence Tco ∝ f 0.29 is a reasonable fit with numerous outliers over a range of six orders of magnitude in frequency. The colors represent the slope ratio
of the frequency–temperature relation for below and above Tco . Standard TLS models predict this ratio to be −

1
3 [185,135] in surprisingly good agreement,

considering that the standardmodel does not explainmuch of the phenomenology observed. (Black circles, standard glassmodel) or−1 (red circles, Phillips
model); these reported ratios are estimates, not exact results. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
Source: This data are collected from Refs. [207–209,135,210,195,211,212,196,110,95,34].

Fig. 22. CNT doubly-clamped resonator .
Source: Reprinted with permission from [215].

© 2006, American Chemical Society.

range from 5 to 500 [47,215,26,27,216]; however, lowering the temperature shows a dramatic reduction in dissipation
allowing for quality factors up to 2000 [28]. Huttel et al. [78] succeeded in measuring doubly-clamped SWCNT flexural
modes with quality factors exceeding 105 at resonant frequencies of 350 MHz when tensile strain is applied. Though these
measurements were taken at temperatures as low as 20 mK, the extraordinary high quality factors are not fully explained.
It is suggested that the fabricationmethod leaves the resonators exceptionally clean compared to other methods, indicating
that surface contamination may typically contribute to dissipation. Improvement in quality factors through cleaner
fabrication procedures is also proposed by Nishio et al. [217]. In addition, tension is known to improve the quality factor, as
is discussed in Section 7.1. The novel detection scheme using the CNT as a quantum dot mayminimize circuit losses as well.

Seoanez et al. [218] studied the dissipation in CNT and graphene from a theoretical perspective guided by data from
Ref. [219].Where graphene is chosen for the analysis, it is argued that themechanisms identifiedwould also apply equally to
CNT. The dominant dissipation identified at room temperature is predicted to be due to ohmic losses in the graphene or CNT
and metallic gates. Doped silicon gates are often used for device actuation and detection [47,220,215,26,27,97,28,78,216]
andmay contribute in a similar fashion tometallic gates. Electrons (which are known to occur as ‘‘electron and hole puddles’’
even in grounded materials) in the resonating structure couple through a time-dependent potential to the charges in the
gates and thereby contribute to energy losses. It is argued that the creation of electron–hole pairs implies the mechanism is
ohmic and hence should depend linearly on temperature. Dissipation due to dipole interaction with trapped charges in the
silicon base is estimated to be negligible. For low temperatures, Ref. [218] predicts attachment losses should dominate fol-
lowing the discussion in Section 4.2 for radiative losses into the base.Where CNTs are extremely thin are should hence result
in low clamping losses, stacked graphenemay be limited by such a lossmechanism. Ganzhorn et al. [102] have demonstrated
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CNT with quality factors as high as 2× 105 at low temperature, where ohmic losses which scale as ∝fV 2
g . In the presence of

a magnetic field, a CNT resonator will suffer from eddy currents resulting in significant magnetomotive damping [113].
The mechanical impedance mismatch between the carbon materials and the silicon dioxide base will further reduce

radiative losses, as the attachment of the graphene and CNT to the base introduces a new loss mechanism known as the
Velcro effect. Typically, on a silica base, hydrogen bonds hold the graphene and CNT in place. The binding energy of each
hydrogen bond is 10−1 eV, significantly higher than the total energy contained in a low amplitude mode. However, for
strongly driven nonlinear structures, the Velcro effect may very well come into play. This analysis may oversimplify the
different fabrication techniques of freely standing CNT structures and, as proposed by Witkamp et al. [215], differences in
observed quality factors may be traced back to differences in the attachment mechanisms. Sazonova et al. [47] also predict
that ‘‘the tube may lose energy by sticking and unsticking from the surface during oscillation’’ and proposes altering attachment
geometry to determine the contribution. It must be noted that the Velcro effect, just like attachment losses, is temperature
independent and hence fails to explain the drastic improvement in quality factors observed at low temperatures. Three
distinct attachment types studied in Ref. [221] report no correlation with dissipative losses. The role of phonon assisted
clamping losses in CNTs at low temperatures has been investigated theoretically by Zhong et al. [222], based on the
work of Wilson-Rae [223] which provides a comprehensive theoretical analysis of phonon assisted clamping losses at low
temperatures. This theoretical work is also used as the basis to characterize and predict quantitatively phonon-tunneling
attachment losses in a free–free geometry [224].

Jiang et al. [225] investigate the molecular dynamics in singly clamped structures and determine the dissipation in
SWCNT to follow a weak temperature dependence, predicting Q−1

∝ T 0.36. The model uses a Tersoff–Brenner potential
that allows for covalent bond formation and breaking. It is noted that the low temperature dependence looks similar to that
observed in other nano-resonators as discussed in the TLS section (see Section 5.4.3). Where themodel is defect free, it is ar-
gued that defects may occur in the distorted lattice at the ends of the resonators. Seoanez [218] argues that the TLS can only
dissipate energy if they are charged andwouldmost likely occur in the base. Hence they areweakly coupled to themechani-
cal resonance and do not contribute in any significant manner to dissipation. It is of interest that measurements in the range
of 10 mK < T < 1 K by Ref. [78] resulted in the Q−1

∝ T 0.36 dependence, matching the theory for intrinsic losses perfectly
and also matching the dependence found for the top-down manufactured nanomechanical resonators discussed above.

Many of the low quality factors observed have been measured at ambient pressure. The diameter of CNT resonators is
on the order of 1 nm, much lower than the mean free path of molecules at ambient pressure (68 nm [226]); therefore, the
low-pressure model for dissipation discussed in Section 4.4.1 should apply. Garcia et al. [27] measured 3.1 GHz beamwith a
quality factor of five, a factor of six below that predicted if the dissipation were due solely to air damping. These results are
very similar to themeasurements of top-down resonators of similar frequency [139]. Sazonova [47] plots pressure vs. quality
factor, showing equivalent behavior as seen in Fig. 13. The quality factor improves with falling pressure until it saturates
below 1 Torr at Q ≈ 40 where some sort of clamping or attachment losses most likely begin to dominate. For growing
pressure, the quality factor drops below 14; as the pressure exceeds 10mTorr, there appears to be a Q−1

∝ P
1
2 , but the data

is insufficient to exclude a linear dependence.
As will be seen below, intrinsic strain significantly alters the resonance frequency as well as the quality factor of a

resonator. It has been shown that strain can be added to CNT to alter the resonance frequency. It is very possible that
attachment strain alters the quality factor and may help explain the low values measured. Wu et al. [74] discusses variation
in intrinsic strain (both positive and negative) due to the fabrication processes. Witkamp et al. [215] claim to have no
compressive strain determined by the SEM image that shows no buckling. Where this may be a good indicator compared
to the image of the slacked CNT depicted in Ref. [47], compressive strain well below the buckling instability can result in
lower frequencies and higher dissipation; in addition, the quality factors reported in Refs. [215,47] are very similar. It must
be noted that the thermal expansion coefficient of CNT is negative at room temperature and below [75]. Hence a CNT will
elongate as it is cooled compared to the silicon base on which it is mounted; therefore, one would expect more compressive
strain and buckling at lower temperatures. However, the opposite has been reported, as is discussed below. Additionally, as
shown by Sazonova et al. [47], the resonance frequency can be tuned by adding strain to the CNT through an applied gate
voltage. Typically, additional strain should improve the quality factor as well, as is discussed below; however, the quality
factor is shown to decrease rapidly with applied gate voltage indicating that ohmic or electron–hole pair effects dominate.

One way to exclude compressive strain and reducing clamping and attachment losses is through singly clamped
cantilevers, as presented by Jensen et al. [213], Nishio et al. [217], and Weldon et al. [227]. Quality factors over 500 are
achievable, an improvement of an order of magnitude compared to many other experiments, but cantilevers typically also
have a lower resonance frequency. In addition, the cantilever drive-and-detection methods typically do not require a gate;
hence, electron–hole pair coupling is minimized.

It is instructive to discuss the contribution due to thermoelastic dissipation. As noted in Section 5.1, as the device size
becomes small the thermal time scale is very short, so unless the resonance frequency grows extremely fast no temperature
gradient and hence no heat flow occurs. The system is in its thermodynamic equilibrium and thermoelastic dissipation
is minimal. As CNTs are extremely small and in addition the thermal conductivity is relatively high, CNT resonators fall
into this category. This can be seen in the lower plot of Fig. 24, where thermoelastic dissipation is shown to increase with
increasing resonance frequency. At room temperature the resonance frequency would have to be on the order of a 1 THz
before thermodynamic dissipation begins to limit the resonators performance. As noted in Ref. [221] the minimum quality
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a

b

Fig. 23. CNT resonator dependency on (a) pressure (data extracted from Ref. [47]) and (b) temperature. (Reprinted with permission from [221].)
(a) Shows that below 1 Torr the dissipation is pressure-independent. It is predicted that for higher pressure Q−1

∝ P , hence stronger than indicated here;
however, the data range is too incomplete to discard this possibility. (The data is replotted from the published graph.) (b) Shows the dissipation scaling
with temperature for a large number of CNT resonators with varying applied voltages. Both T (possibly ohmic damping) and T 2 (possibly thermoelastic
damping) may fit the data.

factor as defined by the first terms in Eq. (95) can be as low as 20, this is mainly due to the high value of α2ECNT . When taking
the full expression into consideration, including the thermal time constant theminimumquality factor is increased by 103 for
1 GHz resonances. For lower frequency CNTs the thermoelastic equilibrium is established over a longer time period allowing
for the process to occur adiabatically and hence less loss is associatedwith the process resulting in higher quality factors (see
Fig. 24). The top graph of Fig. 24 depicts the temperature dependency for the maximal possible thermoelastic dissipation as
well aswhat is expected for a 1 GHz resonator, it includes the explicit temperature dependence derived in Section 5.1 aswell
as the temperature dependencies of the material properties. Due to the unusual temperature dependency of the thermal
expansion coefficient α the quality factor diverges both at zero temperature and around 1000 K as this is where α changes
sign. The data points in Fig. 24 are calculated using results for the thermal dependence of α [77], κ [73], Cp [76] as well as
using ρ = 2300 kgm−3 and E = 1000 GPa [221], where the authors are not aware of any temperature dependence reported
for the Young’s modulus for SWCNT. Calculations by Jiang et al. [228] indicate that for graphene no significant temperature
dependency of the Young’s modulus is expected. It must be noted that the values used here are meant to be representative,
but considerable variations of the reported values for thermal properties exists in the literature of CNTs as well as variations
in different species of CNTs.

Sowhat does explain the high quality factors, exceeding 103 at room temperature and reaching as high as 105 measured in
Refs. [220,28,78]? For the highest quality factor the experiments are taken at low temperatures, and the intrinsic dissipation
predicted in Ref. [225] is achieved. Hall et al. [220] achieve a quality factor over 103 at room temperature for a torsionalmode,
where clamping losses are typically lower than for flexural modes, this modes is of considerably lower frequency compared
to the others reported here. Clamping and attachment losses are temperature independent, therefore these effects cannot
be the sole culprit.

One explanation is that defects and absorbed impurities occurring during the fabrication process contribute as the leading
loss mechanism. Typically if such defects manifest themselves as electron–hole pairs that couple to the vibrational mode
one would expect ohmic losses and a linear dependency on the dissipation with respect to temperature as discussed in
Ref. [218], this dissipative coupling is also considered in Ref. [216] to be the leading cause of dissipation in CNT resonators
used as quantum dots, where the quality factor oscillated with increasing gate voltage. Sazonova et al. [221] studied a
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Fig. 24. Thermoelastic dissipation and quality factor as a function of temperature. As CNT are extremely thin the resonator is in the adiabatic limit up to
extremely high frequencies.

large number of CNT resonators over a large parameter space (see Fig. 23). No deterministic behavior can be correlated
to device resistance or attachment type. Strong dependencies are observed however with temperature and gate voltage.
Thermoelastic damping would explain dissipation dependency proportional to T 2 when taking the material properties
dependencies into account. The data would also allow for a linear dependence. The complex temperature dependencies
of the physical processes and material dependencies make the analysis tricky. For more precise theoretical modeling to be
fitted meaningfully more experiments are needed. Vallabhaneni et al. [229] analyze dissipation in SWCNT using molecular
dynamics simulations. It is shown that the dissipation in axial vibration modes are length and diameter independent
where in transverse modes dissipation drops with increasing length scales and increases with growing diameter. Including
quantum effects it is predicted that dissipation scales as Q−1

∝ Tα with 0 < α < 1, slower than other predictions [229].

6.2. Graphene

The ability to suspend and measure the resonant mechanical response of graphene sheets has opened the door to
unprecedented NEMS devices. As is the case for CNT resonators, graphene’s unique two-dimensional structure as well as
its exceptional mechanical and electrical properties allow for new studies on the nanoscale. As with CNT resonators, the
quality factor at room temperature proved to be a limiting factor to sensitivity and device performance. The theoretical
study of dissipation in graphene resonators is given in the previous section, following Seoanez et al. [218]. It is assumed
that dissipative mechanisms are the same for graphene and CNT resonators. Kim et al. [230] modeled the temperature
dependence of dissipation for single- andmulti-layered graphene and found in agreementwithMWCNT studied in Ref. [225]
that intrinsic dissipation is increases in multi layers due to translational slipping made possible by the week interlayer
van der Waal bonds. The resulting temperature dependency Q−1

∝ Tα is weaker than α = 1. Varying the van der Waal
bond strength with regards to a silicon base significantly increases the dissipation and reduces α. Increasing the attachment
strength reduces dissipation by preventing translational slipping.

Measurements by Garcia et al. [29] done in air resulted in low quality factors between 2 and 30. This can be explained by
air damping; due to the small gap size squeeze-film damping discussed in Section 4.4.3 can explain the observed values.

Following the work done by Bunch et al. [219] on the detection of graphene resonators, there has been an explosion of
interest. Room temperature quality factors are typically on the order or 50–250 [219,79,231,232,30], with lower values
reported for resonators operated at ambient pressures [29]. Significant improvements have been observed at lower
temperatures [219,232,30,233] with values reaching as high as 14,000 at T = 5 K [79]. An example of a graphene resonator
and an AFM detection technique is illustrated in Fig. 25. Bunch et al. [219] was not able to discern a size dependency on
the dissipation as has been done for top-down fabricated NEMS devices, where it was shown that increased surface-to-
volume ratio leads to an increase in dissipation (see Section 5.2). Whereas increasing the thickness of graphene (by adding
monolayers) may lead to a smaller surface-to-volume ratio, it is expected that interlayer slipping will cause a significant
amount of dissipation. Geometry and clamping conditions may dominate variation in dissipation over changes in thickness.

As mentioned, a significant improvement in the quality factor has been observed by lowering the temperature. Chen
et al. [79] determined the dissipation to scale as T 0.36 below T = 90 K. This low temperature dependence has been observed
in a number of NEMS devices including in CNT as discussed above. At higher temperatures, the temperature dependency
increases toQ−1

∝ T 2 (In Ref. [79], it is writtenQ−1
∝ T 3; this is probably a typo, as the data fitsQ−1

∝ T 2 verywell.), faster
than predicted by theory. Singh et al. [232] observe a similar crossover at a temperature at 120Kbutmeasuredweaker power
laws of T 0.2±0.07 and T 1.73±0.15 for the low and high temperature regimes, respectively. (The authors took the liberty tomake
their own fits to the data presented in the supplementary material of Ref. [232].) Temperature dependency on dissipation
has also been measured by Zande et al. [30]; again, a crossover temperature can clearly be identified, this time around 50 K,
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Fig. 25. (a) Graphene doubly-clamped resonator, (b) Readout schematics with SFM cantilever.
Source: Reprinted with permission from [29].

© 2006, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 26. Dissipation in graphene. Solid lines are guides to the eye.
Source: Data extracted from Refs. [79,30,232].

below which Q−1
∝ T 0.35, and for higher temperatures Q−1

∝ T 2.3. The data from these papers are displayed in Fig. 26.
Singh et al. demonstrate how added strain, due to differences in the thermal expansion coefficients α of the graphene, metal
electrodes and silicon/silicon dioxide base, shifts the resonance frequency [232]. This is true for all resonators in which ten-
sile strain dominates the frequency response, in contrast to rigid structures in which the frequency is determined by the
Young’s modulus. As is shown in Section 7.1 below, high tensile strain does not only increase the resonance frequency but
can also significantly reduce dissipation. The large increase in resonance frequency has been observed in all experiments
discussed above. This change cannot be explained by the temperature effect on the Young’s modulus, which is predicted
to have negligible temperature dependency and hence is attributed to strain. The low temperature, Q−1

∝ T≈
1
3 behavior

agrees with measurements and theory in CNT discussed above, where the mechanism is believed to be intrinsic and caused
by distortions of an otherwise perfect lattice structure. The higher temperature dependency where Q−1

∝ T≈2 is also in
agreement withmeasurements from Ref. [221] and canmost likely be attributed to changes in tensile strain. Chen et al. [79]
and Singh et al. [232] suspended graphene resonators from gold electrodes over silicon dioxide films mounted on a silicon
base, whereases in the sample described in Ref. [30], the oxide film is not continuous. This will result in different thermal
strain contributions and may explain the lower crossover temperature. The effects of strain on dissipation is discussed in
Section 7.1. Qi and Park demonstrate using molecular dynamics how grain boundaries in graphene will reduce the quality
factor by 1–2 orders of magnitude [234]. They also suggest however that adding small amounts of tensile strain can restore
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Table 6
Summary of resonators with Q−1

∝ Tα scaling law. a [34], b [235], c [109], d [206], e [110], f [95], g [78], h [79,30].

Material f0 (MHz) Temperature range (K) α Drive and detection

UNCDa 5–45 0.1–5 0.35 Magnetomotive
NCDb 357 0.1–2 0.35 Magnetomotive
NCDc 13–157 2–90 0.2 Magnetomotive
SCDd 0.013–0.032 0.093–0.6 1.6 Thermal/optical
Sie 12.0, 14.6 0.1-2 0.36 Magnetomotive
GaAsf 15.8 0.04–6 0.32 Magnetomotive
CNTh 295.2 0.01–1 0.36 Electric field, capacitive
Grapheneh 65–75, 130 4–90 0.35, 0.36 Source–drain current, capacitive

quality factors to close to that of defect free graphene. The improvement of the quality factor is not only a result from an
increased frequency, but specifically flattens out buckling caused by the defects and thereby suppresses dissipation. Hence
strain actively reduces dissipation, opposed to increasing the stored mechanical energy as described in Ref. [37]. It would
be of great significance if this result can be observed experimentally.

Shivaraman et al. [231] demonstrate significant increases in frequency and reduction in dissipation after annealing
suspended structures. The Ar/H2 atmosphere at 400 °C annealing procedure intended to remove residue photoresist. This
alone would improve the resonance frequency, but in addition, SEM images show a reduction of the side flanges, implying
increased tension, which would further improve the resonance frequency and quality factor.

Table 6 summarizes a number of results for low-temperature dissipation measured to obey a Q−1
∝ T

1
3 power law. This

includes four different carbon materials, as well as silicon and gallium arsenide.

7. Evading dissipation

To improve device performance, methods have been developed to reduce dissipation. Here, we present three methods
that can have a profound influence on the dissipative nature of NEMS structures and hence device sensitivity. The first
is mechanical in nature, where an applied tensile strain significantly increases the quality factor. The second is a chemical
methodwhere dissipation is reduced through annealing. The thirdmethoduses active feedback control circuits that, through
parametric amplification, squeeze noise from one parameter space into another.

7.1. High tensile-strain

The elasticity equations used to describe the dynamical response of doubly-clamped beams and cantilevers assume that
there is no strain in the material if no external force is applied. For doubly-clamped beams, it is possible to add compressive
or tensile strain which will have an effect on both the resonance frequency and quality factor. The resonance frequency
becomes [236]:

fi =
λi

L2


EI
3ρA


1 +

L2S0
4π2EI


, (117)

where the second term includes S0, which is the applied tension at 300 K. For very high strain, the doubly-clamped beam
behaves more like string, which means the dynamics are no longer dependent on the Young’s modulus and purely on the
tension applied, and the length scaling changes from f0 ∝ 1/L2 to f0 ∝ 1/L [236]. Intrinsic strain can be a result of the crystal
growth process, such as latticemismatch or thermal expansion variations. For example, CVD diamond is often grown at over
800 °C. Upon cooling, the thermal expansion difference of the substrate (silicon α = 2.5×10−6) and NCD α = 1×10−6 will
result in compressive strain, and can cause a nanobeam to buckle [237]. Metallic structures typically build up tensile strain
upon cooling [112]. Alternatively, strain can also be directly applied through mechanical engineering, such as bending the
wafer with an adjustable screw [24].

Residual strain has resulted in extraordinarily low dissipation at room temperatures. Values obtained for the quality
factor of stressed (1200±50MPa) silicon nitride have exceeded 106 for a 1MHz structure [25], even though their surface-to-
volume ratio is extremely high. Such structures without strain typically have a quality factor of≤ 104, more than two orders
of magnitude lower. Similar structures over a wide frequency range have shown to be limited by thermoelastic damping
at low frequencies (≈4–40 MHz) and probably by clamping losses at higher frequencies (≈100–200 MHz) [23]. Without
high stress, it is not expected that thermoelastic damping can be measured in submicron diameter structures. Although the
effect of intrinsic strain is greatest in doubly-clamped beams, it has also been observed in cantilevers. Similar results have
been obtained by epitaxially grownmultilayers of GaAs to produce NEMS resonators with high intrinsic strain with reduced
dissipation by a factor 10 [238]. Such molecular beam epitaxy growth methods allow for ‘‘train-tailoring’’ to controllably
vary the intrinsic strain.

External control and tunable strain has been demonstrated using a screw to bend a wafer that served as the base of
a NEMS resonator. This allows for the study of tunable strain and the corresponding effects on the resonance frequency
and quality factor. Variation of both the resonance frequency and quality factor of over 100% has been demonstrated in
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silicon nitride and single-crystal silicon resonators [24]. Where tensile strain increases the resonance frequency and quality
factor, compressive strain can be applied to increase dissipative effects. For structures with low intrinsic strain, the quality
factor could be improved by a factor of≈5–10 by externally applying strain, where beamswith intrinsic strain showed little
effect when external tensile strain was applied. However, the dissipation increased when compressive strain was applied.
Electrically induced strain through capacitative coupling has resulted in comparatively minor tuning capabilities of the
resonance frequency and quality factor, due to the much smaller forces that can be applied.

Until recently, a compelling theoretical explanation for the impressive increase of the quality factor due to high tensile
strain has been lacking. It had been suggested that increased tension increases the acoustic impedance mismatch between
the resonant structure and the base, effectively reducing clamping losses. Initial tests appeared to support this proposal;
however, the other effects of stain on intrinsic and surface defects should be studied theoretically and experimentally
as well, considering the low dissipation measured in nanowire resonators with high surface-to-volume ratios. Ru [167]
demonstrates theoretically how surface stress can reduce thermoelastic dissipation by two-thirds in rectangular and cir-
cular cross-sectional nanowires. Similar considerations may apply to bulk stresses as well. More recently, Unterreithmeier
et al. [37] proposed a solution to the observed increase in quality factor for high-tensile beams based on Zener’s model,
where it is assumed that the induced strain ϵ is out of phase with the oscillating stress σ . As discussed above, this results
in a complex Young’s modulus E → E + iEI . Unterreithmeier et al. [37] measured the resonance frequency of silicon ni-
tride doubly-clamped beams of various lengths to determine the real component of the Young’s modulus E and intrinsic
strain σ0. Assuming the losses could be characterized through EI , the dissipation could be modeled using Eq. (101), where
EI is a single fit parameter for all beam length and modes; there, the assumption is made that the elasticity parameters are
frequency independent. It is shown that where the dissipative mechanism is dominated by the bending component of the
strain, the total energy in a givenmodemay be dominated by the elongation of the beam for high intrinsic strain. Hence it is
concluded that the rate of energy loss does not increase with increased intrinsic strain (assuming EI is frequency indepen-
dent); however, the total amount of mechanical energy stored in a mode increases with strain. The resulting quality factor
will increase accordingly. It is shown below that this results in a quadratic dependency of the quality factor on frequency,
as is demonstrated in Fig. 27. This result is independent of the dominant microscopic dissipative mechanisms.

To quantify the relation of stress and the quality factor, we must consider the elastic energy in a pre-stressed (σ0) beam.
Starting with an infinitesimal volume δV

WδV = δV

σ0ϵ +

1
2
Eϵ2


, (118)

and then plugging in ϵ and integrating over the width and thickness, one obtains

W (σ0) =


L


wtσ0
2

(∂xX)2 +
Ewt3

24
(∂2x X)

2

dx, (119)

where now the elongation term due to X is still dropped; however, the elongation term proportional to σ0 is kept (see Eq. (6)
for comparison to the strain-free case). Depending on the beam amplitude and the intrinsic strain, either the bending energy
or strain energy will dominate. To further investigate the effect of strain on dissipation, we will assume the resonator is a
doubly-clamped beam actuated at the fundamental frequency. Using the definition of the quality factor Q = 2πW0/∆W
one quickly can see that∆W is not affected by strain, as EI is strain independent [239]. One obtains

Qstrain = Q0 + Q (σ0)

= Q0 + 2π
W (σ0)
∆W

=
E
EI

+
12σ0
t2EI


L(∂xX)

2dx
L(∂

2
x X)2dx

(120)

=
E
EI

+
0.539L2σ0

EI t2
, (121)

where the last term is the expression for the fundamental mode of a doubly-clamped beam and I =
wt3
12 is the second

moment of inertia. As can be seen the relative ratio of the Young’s modulus E and 0.539L2σ0
t2

will determine what dominates
the quality factor. Using σ0 =

S0
wt we can rewrite Eq. (120) in terms of intrinsic tension for comparison with the expression

for the frequency of a beam under tension (Eq. (122))

Qstrain =
E
EI

+
1.774L2S0
4π2EI I

. (122)

The quality factor hence grows as Q = A + B × S, whereas the frequency grows with tension as f =
√
a + b × S, where

a, A, b, B are parameters dependent on geometry and material properties.
It is often asserted that changes in resonant frequency and dissipation of a resonator are due to changes in strain or

tension due to differences in the thermal expansion coefficients of the resonator and its supporting base. Fig. 28 depicts a
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Fig. 27. Example of tensile strain in nanostring resonators. Tensile strain can be tuned resulting in up to a magnitude increase in the quality factor of an
initially low strain resonator. As tension is applied, the quality factor increases by almost a factor seven and the resonance frequency more than doubles.
Color traces are added by the authors to compare experiment with linear (red) and quadratic (blue) dependence on the quality factor with regards to
strained resonance frequency. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Source: Reprinted with permission from [24].
© 2007, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 28. Frequency–temperature relation for a graphene resonator. (IOP Publishing. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.)
Source: Graphic from Ref. [232].

graphic of a thermally strained graphene resonator and the corresponding frequency dependency on temperature. Singh
et al. [232] use the known thermal expansion coefficients of the silicon and silicon dioxide base along with the gold clamps
to extrapolate the thermal expansion coefficients from the frequency dispersion relation. The resulting values for αgraphene
are relatively close to theoretical predictions by Mounet and Marzari [240], where the uncertainty is relatively large due to
the uncertainty in the clamping widths, graphene length, and Young’s modulus. Before contemplating the implications of
this complicated setup, one may ask what the simplest case predicts. For simplicity, let us assume the initial temperature is
300 K and the only intrinsic strain is due to the thermal expansion mismatch of the resonator and the substrate upon which
it is clamped. The thermal tension becomes

S(T ) = wtEϵ = wtE
 T

300 K
(αres(t)− αbase(t))dt = wtE∆α∆T , (123)

where t and w are the thickness and width, E the Young’s modulus of the resonator, and αi are the expansion coefficients,
which may be temperature dependent. The last expression is true for a temperature-independent expansion coefficient (or
small changes in temperature). The dissipation scales with tension and the tension is strongly temperature-dependent due
to the thermal expansion mismatches of the numerous materials making up the resonator, clamps, and base of the entire
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a b

c d

Fig. 29. Analyzing strain effects in graphene. (a) Thermal expansion coefficients vs. temperature. (b) Thermal tension vs. temperature for various α pa-
rameters, S(T )(T ) = wtE


αdT with t = 0.3 nm w = 0.4 µm and E = 1012 . (c) Dissipation vs. temperature according to Eq. (122); L = 1.43 µm, and

EI = 8× 1012 is chosen so that the dissipation approximately matches that measured for graphene at 300 K (see Fig. 26). (d) Resonance frequency vs. tem-
perature according to Eq. (117). Here, S0 = 2.5×10−6 is a free parameter chosen so that the resonance frequency is approximately that given in Ref. [232].

system. For complex structures, one can calculate the resulting tension (as done in the supplementarymaterial of Ref. [232])
and plug that into Eq. (122). For simpler structures, where all that matters is the difference of the thermal expansions of the
resonator and the base, the quality factor becomes

Q (T ) =
E
EI


1 +

0.539L2

Ewt3
S0 +

0.539L2

t2

 T

300 K
∆αdt


. (124)

This last expression indicates that extremely thin structures such as graphenewould experience the greatest shifts in quality
factor (and frequency) due to thermal strain.

Fig. 29 depicts the thermal expansion coefficients, thermal tension, and resulting quality factors and frequency. It is
assumed that there is temperature-independent tension and that the thermal tension is zero at 300 K. Where the absolute
value of dissipation and frequency is strongly dependent on the initial tension at 300 K, the general shape will remain the
same. It can be seen that high initial tension reduces the effect of thermal tension. (This is analogous to the way the effect of
tension introduced by electrical means (VG in Ref. [232]) is minimized at low temperature where thermal strain dominates.)
Whereas the power laws illustrated in Fig. 26 are not recovered, one does observe a strong temperature dependency at
temperatures ranging between 100 and 300 K; below 100 K the dependency is strongly reduced. This result is unaffected
by small variations in α and the resulting thermal tension.

The results indicate that thermal strain can cause significant increases in the quality factor, where, as onemay expect, the
higher the intrinsic strain is the less the thermal strain will contribute to further changes. What is striking is the relatively
small impact variations in α has on the resulting dissipation. As α typically approaches zero for low temperatures, it can
safely be assumed that the dissipation due to TLS discussed above is affected by this mechanism. What one observes is a
very strong temperature dependency on dissipation around 300 K,much higher than that observed in graphene (see Fig. 26).
At low temperatures, for T < 100 K the dissipation becomes essentially temperature independent, whereas experiments
show a Q−1

∝ T
1
3 power law. One may conclude that, while thermal tension should affect dissipation, there must be other

mechanisms at work to reproduce experimental observations. What has not been considered here, and hence needs to be
revised, is the temperature dependency of EI . While it is argued that E is roughly temperature independent for graphene,
this need not be the case for EI .

7.2. Surface and heat treatment

Surface contamination can reduce the quality factor of a NEMS resonator. For silicon resonators, this manifests itself
through oxidation of the surface layer. This can be reduced by hydrogen termination using an ammonium fluoride
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Fig. 30. Example of parametric amplification. (a) Gain for phase dependent parametric amplification and deamplification. (b) Gain as a function of phase.
Source: Reprinted figure with permission from Ref. [241].
© 1991, by the American Physical Society.

treatment [173] and then storing and operating the resonator in ultrahigh vacuum. It has also been observed that over
time the quality factor of a resonator may degrade; however, high-temperature annealing, even in air, can restore the
resonator to its initial condition [24]. As expected, thin structures are more sensitive to surface degradation and treatment
than thicker structures. Diamond resonators with a room temperature quality factor of over 106 have been demonstrated
where a strong dependency on thickness and surface treatment is observed, where oxygen passivation results in the lowest
surface dissipation [206]. Yang et al. [172] demonstrated how annealing 170 nm thick silicon cantilevers at 1000 °C for
only 30 s in ultrahigh vacuum increases the quality factor by an order of magnitude by de-oxidizing the surface. The effect
becomes weaker for shorter beams where clamping losses most likely contribute to dissipation along with surface losses.
Wang et al. [174] shows the effect of different alkenes and hydrogen surface termination on silicon resonators. Optimizing
surface treatment not only increases device performance but also reduced degradation with time. Also, when using NEMS
as molecular detectors, as has been proposed for chemical and biological applications, surface functionalization will affect
dissipative mechanism and therefore must be taken into account.

7.3. Dissipation control circuits

In a parametric resonator, a parameter such as the spring stiffness ismodulated at twice the natural resonance frequency.
This alone will not cause resonant motion; however, when tuned to a specific phase in addition to a resonant drive, a gain
in the response amplitude is observed. The gain factor is phase sensitive and can range from orders of magnitude to less
than one as the phase sweeps from zero to π/2. Rugar et al. [241] demonstrated parametric amplification and thermal
noise squeezing in a MEMS resonator by capacitively modulating the spring constant at twice the resonance frequency of a
piezoelectrically driven cantilever. The expression for the amplitude gain due to parametric drive takes the form

G=


cosφ

1 + Q∆k/2k0

2

+


sinφ

1 − Q∆k/2k0

2

, (125)

where ∆k is the amplitude of the modulated spring constant. Since then, parametric amplification has been observed
in higher frequency structures where mechanical strain is used to modulate the effective spring stiffness in silicon res-
onators [242,48,243] as is illustrated in Fig. 30. For a purely linear system, the parametric amplification has no upper bound,
as ∆k →

2k
Q ; for real samples, nonlinearities limit the maximum possible gain. By tuning the pumping phase phi to zero

deamplification can be achieved for the same pumping power as resulted in themaximum gain, with aminimum gain of 0.5
(−3 dB). Where parametric amplification does not reduce dissipation, it can amplify signal sizes and narrows the resonance
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trace effectively increasing the sensitivity of the device [242]. The parametric response is no longer a Lorentzian and hence
the definition of the quality factor from the linear response becomes less rigorous. However, comparing the full width at half
maximum of the modulated and unmodulated responses can be used as an effective measure of the Q enhancement, where
the signal amplification factor will not match the reduction in dissipation. This technical trick can be extremely useful when
amplifying tiny signals above the noise floor or counteracting the damping effects that are present in a viscous medium.
Sekaric et al. [140] successfully demonstrate how light-induced parametric amplification can enhance the quality factor of
a resonant structure in vacuum from 3800 to 17,000 and obtain a quality factor in air of over 1000. Comparable resonators
without parametric amplification would exhibit strong air damping and a quality factor on the order of 100. This order of
magnitude improvement significantly enhances the chemical or biological detection capability of NEMS.

Another method to counter the effect of dissipation is by intrinsically driving the resonator. This is in many ways
equivalent to that of a closed loop oscillator, however in piezoresistivematerials the change in ohmic heating resulting from
the change in resistance can drive the resonator. This replaces some of the energy lost though dissipation and acts somewhat
like a high Q resonator [244], where the quality factor is pulled from 2000 to over 2 million by tuning the bias current.

8. Nonlinear dissipation

So far, all dissipation mechanisms considered are a result of linear dissipation, which appears as a damping term pro-
portional to the velocity of the resonator as described in Eq. (24). Some of the interest in NEMS devices, however, originates
in their nonlinear behavior. Due to their small sizes, very little power is needed to obtain a nonlinear response that differs
starkly from the Lorentzian form considered so far. The simplest way to add nonlinearity is given by the Duffing equation
which expands Eq. (24) to a higher order in x, resulting in

mẍ + mγ ẋ + kx + k3x3 = 0, (126)

where k3 is the nonlinear coefficient and no driving is included. An x2 term may be included but the x3 term is required
to ensure that the energy is bounded. A positive k3 will make the structure stiffer and results in maximum amplitudes at
higher frequencies. Correspondingly, a negative k3 results in beam softening and lowers the frequency of the maximum
displacement. After a critical drive force, the beam displacement bifurcates, resulting in a parameter space where the total
displacement depends on the history of the resonator. This can be observed by changing the sweep direction of the drive
frequency. This behavior is easily observable in NEMS resonators and has lead to the study of controlled switching between
stable states [55,31], stochastic resonance [245–247], and control of nonlinearity in resonator devices. In some cases, it is
needed to further expand the Duffing equation to include higher order terms such as k5x5 to describe the observed resonator
response [248]. Applications of nonlinear resonators are numerous and include signal processing [32], improved sensing
sensitivity [249], resonator energy measurement through nonlinear mode coupling [250], and energy harvesting [251,252]
(It should be noted that so far, energy harvesting has only been demonstrated in macroscopic systems at much lower fre-
quencies.), just to name a few. A review of mechanical non-linear dynamics is given by Rhoads et al. [253].

The origins of the k3 nonlinearities are beautifully explained by Lifshitz and Cross [254]. Intrinsic nonlinearities of the
resonatormaterial exist, but typically contribute only at displacements far greater thannonlinear effects due to the geometry
and external potentials. An example of nonlinearities due to an external potential can be illustrated by capacitive driving-
and-sensing methods described in Section 3.1.2. Eq. (51) that describes the drive force results from an expansion voltage
acting between the beam and the gate that forms the capacitor. Simply including higher order terms in xwill result in terms
not considered above proportional to x2 and x3, resulting in an explicit term for k3 (and k2 where applicable). As illustrated
in Ref. [254] geometric nonlinearities occur when the thin-beam approximation is no longer valid. Typically, the thin-beam
approximation holds when L ≫ t, w. However if the displacement of a high aspect-ratio structure becomes large compared
to its width (or thickness, depending on oscillation mode), the equation of motion becomes nonlinear. As a perturbative
expansion, of a doubly-clamped rectangular beam, it can be shown that the nonlinearity coefficient takes the form

k3 = ω2
n
S
2I
βn, (127)

where ωn is the n-th mode eigenfrequency, S is the cross-sectional area of the beam and I the second moment of inertia. βn
is a mode-dependent numerical constant, where β1 ≈ 0.2 and approaches 1

2 as n → ∞. Typical displacements are small
< 10 nm compared to device widths that are usually greater than 100 nm, so with the exception of graphene and CNT
devices, nonlinearities due to external potentials will often dominate over geometric nonlinearities.

Following Lifshitz and Cross [254] we may consider what happens when one includes nonlinear damping terms. One
may consider ẋ3, xẋ2, x2ẋwhich are all on the same order as x3. The following is known as the van der Pol–Duffing equation:

mẍ + mγ ẋ + mω2
0x + k3x3 + ηx2ẋ = F cos(ωt), (128)

where η is the nonlinear damping coefficient and F the drive force at frequency ω. Just like the standard Duffing equation,
an approximate solution can be obtained using secular perturbation theory, valid in the limit of low dissipation and small
oscillations. In addition, it is assumed that the response is only large close to the resonance frequency and hence the
perturbation is conducted close to the resonance. The details of this method are illustrated clearly in Ref. [254], so only
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the results are presented here. The nonlinear oscillator displacement amplitude becomes
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In contrast to the linear response, the maximum displacement is now shifted from the resonance frequency, where the
frequency shift is dependent on x2. This results in the backbone expression given by

ωmax = ω0 +
3
8

k3
mω0

(x0)2max. (130)

For increasing drive force, Eq. (129) eventually bifurcates resulting in a frequency space that is multivalued in x0 given by

ω±

SN = ωmax ±
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where if the value is real, there exist two stable solutions, as depicted below. From this equation, the critical amplitude (and
corresponding force and frequency) can be determined, defining the onset of the bifurcation

x2c0 =
8
3
mγω0

k3

1
√
3 − ηω0/k3

. (132)

For η = 0, one sees that this expression is inversely proportional to k3, meaning that as k3 approaches zero (i.e, approaches
the linear regime), the amplitude will diverge before bifurcation occurs, which is the expected result. It can also be seen
that as the nonlinear damping increases, the critical displacement increases as well and even diverges as η →

√
3k3/ω0,

above which no bifurcation occurs. This is a fundamental change compared to the case without nonlinear damping, where
bifurcation will eventually always occur.

Experimentally, there are multiple ways the effect of nonlinear damping may be observable. For low drive forces, where
bifurcation is not observed and the response is essentially Lorentzian, onemay observe awidening of the resonance given by

∆ω = γ +
1
4
ω0ηx20 (133)

and corresponding a displacement dependent dissipation of the form

Q−1 ∼=
γ

ω0
+

1
4
ηx20 (134)

can be written.
As both the errors in the dissipation measurement and NEMS linear displacements are very small, this would typically

be a small effect that is relatively hard to observe. As proposed in Ref. [254] the effect of η can be observed in the high drive
regime where the response bifurcates. It is shown that for η = 0, the normalized response (where the amplitude is divided
by the drive force) is independent of the drive force. For η > 0, however, the normalized response drops with increasing
drive force, as depicted in Fig. 31. This means that the maximum amplitude response is not affected by k3 and Hooke’s law
still applies as long as themaximumdisplacement is considered and not the displacement at the linear resonance frequency.
Correspondingly, if nonlinear damping is present, a displacement–force trace will no longer fall on a straight line but fall
off at higher drive forces. It is interesting to note that choosing xẋ2 or ẋ3 instead of x2ẋ does not change the derived results.
In the secular perturbation theory approach, the other terms result in different effective expressions of η, but the general
response is unchanged, as is demonstrated in Ref. [254], where all possible damping and displacement terms are included
in the perturbative expansion up to order 3. This ambiguity is unhelpful, considering that the physical mechanisms that
actually cause nonlinear damping are not known, and in the derivation so far, none have been proposed.

Nonlinear effects have been observed in NEMS devices [255], and it is proposed that nonlinearities due to geometry may
also result in nonlinear dissipation [256]; however, such mechanisms are still unknown. While smaller resonators often
are easier to drive, nonlinear larger structures have also shown frequency broadening with respect to increased strain [257].
These effects are considerable, but again, no cause is proposed. It is found by Suh et al. [258] that parametric amplification can
be limited by nonlinear damping, as was observed in a qubit-coupled nanoresonator. In addition, nonlinear dissipationmust
be considered in active feedback systems, where out-of-phase feedback will result in nonlinear dissipation [259], as well as
noise squeezing [260]. Strong nonlinear damping has recently been observed in CNT and graphene resonators under tensile
strain and string like structures [261]. In these structures, nonlinear damping is responsible for destroying the hysteresis.
The frequency widening is greater than the frequency shift and is analyzed in the zero linear dissipation limit where

∆f ∝
η

1
3

m


Fdrive
f0

 2
3

. (135)
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a

b

Fig. 31. Nonlinear dissipation. (a) Normalized response of Duffing equation without nonlinear damping. Colors indicate different drive forces. (b) Same as
above but with nonlinear damping.
Source: Reprinted with permission from [89].
© 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.

While again no particular damping mechanism is discovered, it is suggested that linear damping mechanisms coupled to
geometric nonlinearities or external mechanisms such as clamping losses may contribute to the effect. The relatively high
nonlinear dampingmay also point to amechanism specific to graphene and CNT such as sliding of the carbon resonator over
its metal electrodes. Croy et al. [262] present a model where tuning the strain using both bias dc and ac votlages can shift
a graphene resonator in or out of the non-linear dissipation regime. They observe the non-linear dissipation as a result of
coupling of the flexural modes and in-plane phonons. More research is clearly needed to determine what parameters affect
the contribution of η such as device aspect ratio, clamping strength, temperature, and more.

The Fig. 32 depicts a power-sweep of a magnetomotively driven doubly-clamped diamond resonator (top) and a
capacitively driven and detected resonator at room temperature (bottom). The experimental details the same as described in
Section 5.4.3. The resonator has been cooled to 40mK and shows strong nonlinearity and nonlinear dissipation. Ideally, a fit
would be needed only once, after which all traces should be reproduced by Eq. (129), providing the relative actuation force is
known (which it is). In reality, the fits proved very difficult and even these imperfect results were only obtained by allowing
for different values for k3 and η for each trace. Also, the error bars are very large, hence they should only be considered as a
guide rather than exact values. It is interesting to note that in frequency space x2ẋ becomesωx̃3, and in this case,ωη is of the
same order as k3. This is important, as it justified that the nonlinear and nonlinear damping terms from Eq. (128) are treated
as the same order in the perturbative method that was used to obtain the displacement expression given by Eq. (129). These
results dramatically show the effects of nonlinear damping very similarly as described by the theory presented in Fig. 31.
Why more precise fitting was not possible may indicate that further mechanisms that are not accounted for are at play. For
comparison, the lower trace in Fig. 32 shows results for a capacitively driven and detected beam at room temperature. Even
though the response is highly nonlinear, there is nomeasurable nonlinear damping (as the normalizedmaximum amplitude
is constant and no peak broadening is observed within experimental errors). One obvious difference is a quality factor that
is much higher at low temperatures, resulting in larger amplitudes for the equivalent drive force. The drive powers cannot
be compared directly as the transduction efficiency of the magnetomotive and electrostatic methods are very different. In
principle, only the absolute amplitudes should factor in.
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a

b

Fig. 32. Nonlinear dissipation in diamond. (a) Normalized drive sweep of doubly-clamped structure driven electrostatically. f0 = 21.05 MHz, Q = 3720,
η ≡ 0, in plane flexural mode. (b) Normalized drive power sweep of doubly-clamped structure driven magnetomotively. f0 = 13.5 MHz, Q = 14924,
k3 = 4.5 (normalized units) and η = 4.8×10−6 , out of plane flexural mode. Normalized drive sweep of doubly-clamped structure driven electrostatically.
f0 = 21.05 MHz, Q = 3720, η ≡ 0, in plane flexural mode.
Source: Reprinted with permission from [89].
© 2013, AIP Publishing LLC.

Recent data illustrates the transition from linear to nonlinear damping in diamond resonators with changing tempera-
ture. The data depicted in Fig. 33 illustrates nonlinear damping appearing in an initially linear system as the temperature
drops from 300 to 77 K. Here the maximum amplitude is plotted vs. drive force. Although the quality factor changes it is not
sufficient to explain the deviation from Hooke’s Law. Fig. 33 depicts Hooke’s law adapted for linear damping only, nonlinear
damping only, and both linear and nonlinear damping combined. Starting with Eq. (129) one can express the maximum
amplitude as a function of drive force:
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where the last expression is the limit for Q−1
→ 0. This expression is analogous to the backbone curve used to characterize

the nonlinear component of the spring constant. This dissipation backbone curve can be used to characterize the strength
of the nonlinear dissipation which results in a deviation from Hooke’s law. The backbone curve for the nonlinear spring
constant allows one to determine the strength of the nonlinearity by measuring the change in frequency with regard to
drive amplitude or forcing (see Eq. (130)). Analogously the nonlinear dissipation becomes apparent by the deviation from
Hooke’s law, that is measuring the normalized amplitude with respect to drive forcing. This would be a constant for a sys-
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Fig. 33. Nonlinear dissipation backbone curve. (a) Normalized amplitude vs. drive force at various temperatures. (b) Low temperature data and nonlinear
backbone curves for only linear dissipation, only nonlinear dissipation and both dissipation mechanisms combined.
Source: Reprinted with permission from [263].
© 2013, American Chemical Society.

temwithout nonlinear dissipation, even if the spring constant is strongly nonlinear. The conventionalmethod formeasuring
nonlinear dissipation though the widening of the FWHM is problematic for systems with strong nonlinear spring constants.
Both backbone curves decouple the problem, making it more easily quantifiable.

Although we do not have sufficient data to make confident statements, measurements have indicated that out-of-plane
modes typically showmore nonlinear damping than in-plane modes of equivalent structures. This is something that would
be relatively easy to verify magnetomotively, where a magnetic field can be applied at an angle that would actuate both in-
plane and out-of-plane flexural modes. König et al. [205] have observed strain-dependent dissipation and a shift in sound
velocity that can be explained by coupling of TLS. This mechanism is a good candidate as a source of nonlinear dissipation, as
TLS are known to be significant in both the diamond structure presented above and are likely also to occur in the graphene
and CNT resonators that have exhibited nonlinear dissipation [261].

Further systematic studies would give hints to the origins of nonlinear damping and narrow down the parameter space
where such effects must be taken into account.

9. Concluding remarks

NEMS typically suffer from considerably higher dissipation than their larger counterparts in the macroscopic world,
counteracting some of the sensitivity gained throughminiaturization. Linear dissipation of doubly and singly clampedNEMS
resonators is discussed in detail. Dominant sources typically encountered are categorized in terms of extrinsic and intrinsic
dissipation mechanisms. The relevant parameter space for given resonator sizes and frequencies is investigated, allowing
for the identification of dominant dissipation sources. This should provide NEMS users with a framework to understand,
account for, and at times evade unwanted losses in resonant structures.

Dissipation is a fundamental characteristic of MEMS and NEMS devices as dissipation (inverse quality factor, 1/Q ) is
the predominant factor in determining the ultimate device performance in many applications. For instance, MEMS- and
NEMS-resonator based timing oscillators use the resonator as the frequency source. Intrinsic dissipation (often quantified
by an unloaded quality factor) ultimately limits the most fundamental characteristics of the timing oscillator: phase noise
and jitter. As the resonator is shrunk in size for increased normal mode frequency, considerations of size effects, discussed
at length in this review, become even more relevant. Timing oscillators used in applications such as GPS receivers have
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stringent requirements on close-in phase noise (1–100 Hz offset from the carrier), primarily determined by defect-induced
1/f noise, which can be improved by reducing or passivating the volume and surface defects.

Front-end bandpass filters are used inmanywireless communication applications. Currently, these filters use BAW (Bulk
Acoustic Wave) and SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) resonators for band pass around a precise frequency with a well-defined
bandwidth. The most important characteristic of front-end filters is insertion loss, which quantifies the amount of power
lost within the pass band. The insertion loss is directly related to the quality factor or dissipation in the resonator. Following
the push towards reducing the device footprint, reduction in resonator size frommicrons to hundreds or nanometers or less
is highly desired. As the resonator size is reduced, quality factor is also reduced, which makes the arbitrary reduction of the
device size challenging.

Some motion sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes also employ resonators for detecting the directional
movement of inertial masses. Resonant-mode sensing approach involves motion detection at a normal mode frequency
as the inertial mass, a part of the resonator itself, moves. The signal size on resonance depends on the quality factor; hence
dissipation in the resonator can be the limiting factor in such devices. Cantilever-based resonators are often used for the
detection of chemical or biological entities either in air or fluid. Though these approaches have been in use for a long time in
atomic forcemicroscopy, nanoscale counterparts are being studied for potential use as biological and chemical sensors. Other
variations include mass sensors and magnetic resonance force microscopy. In all these applications, higher quality factor or
lower dissipation is highly desired. Usually, the resonator size is reduced in some of these applications for probing smaller
length scale or achieving higher sensitivity, where dissipation becomes the predominant factor determining the ultimate
device performance. Other offbeat applications of micro- and nanoscale resonators include thermal noise thermometry
where signal size on resonance varies as a parameter free function of temperature [264]. Once again, the on-resonance
measurements benefit from higher quality factor and lower dissipation.

Examples discussed above have been explored in depth for resonators or systems on micron scale for a long time.
However, miniaturization of the underlying resonator in all these applications has been challenging, even though there
are obvious benefits of reduced length scale such as high speed operation, higher density and better integration. The
fundamental reason behind these challenges often relates to higher dissipation at smaller length scales. The study of this
problem of increased dissipation at reduced sizes needs to be performed in depth, as so many dissipation mechanisms are
at play for any given resonator. Enhancement of surface-to-volume ratio makes surface effects more prominent, but the
relative contribution of various dissipation mechanisms and their dependence on relevant length scales must be taken into
account for a given resonant structure. As resonator size is further reduced, clamping losses become detrimental but can be
suppressedwith appropriate device design. Also, as the surface-to-volume ratio grows, inevitable surface defects contribute
significantly to losses, thereby limiting device sensitivity. Surface treatments such as annealing and introducing tensile strain
can significantly improve device performance. Jensen, Peng andZettl propose anupper limit performance device engineering
idealized clamps and a defect free surface to obtain high Q and high frequency resonators [265]. With further control of
dissipation, future NEMS devices will become even smaller, faster, and more sensitive enabling new technologies.

Apart from scaling, the aspect of dissipation that is hardly studied involves the dynamics of dissipation itself—i.e. how
energy is lost from a resonator into an environment. Anchors in nanomechanical resonators are becoming the focus of both
experimental and theoretical studies, as the proper design of anchors can help control the flow of energy out of the resonator
mode into the environment or base. Extensive studies have been done on the wave mechanics of acoustic and heat wave
propagation through anchors [118]. Another focus is on the design of soft anchors, which decouple the resonator mode, and
hence reduce the energy loss. There has been a lot of recent works on the concept of phononic crystal anchors [266], where
the anchors are designed to contain phononic crystal bandgaps due to a material or structural periodicity. These phononic
crystal structures, for instance the periodic structure of air holes, are being made on nanoscale [267]. Their contribution to
dissipation dynamics and the behavior of the resonator performance are now an active field of study [268,269].

An important topic of dissipation, discussed here at length, is the concept of nonlinear dissipation. NEMS devices are
explored more and more in the nonlinear regime. Examples include sensing [245,253,250] or for enhanced performance
in timing oscillators [270,271], and nanomechanical computation [246]. Nonlinear dissipation sets a limit to the efficiency
of dissipation evading techniques such as parametric amplification and active feedback circuits. Emergence of nonlinear
dissipation mechanisms will become more important in determining the device performance and discerning the dominant
contribution to dissipation in these nonlinear devices.
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